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Boise, Idaho, July 24. Attorney
Clarence Harrow began the clowing
auoress for the defense In the HayThe court
wood case this mornong.
room was crowded to Its full capacity.
In opening, Darrow Impressed the
chief case on the twelve men In the
bcx and declared that the defendant
is In Idaho as an alien, brought 1,600
miles from his home Into a community and before a Jury which does not
view his life or Industry as the men
accused of the1 murder of Governor
Steunenbergr have been taught to
look at it.
" "The defendant iiftiiU cae," declared Darrow, "has been brought to
trial In the home of a man who was
killed In a most cowardly way. Many
of you on this Jury voted for
for governor. One of you
with him,
had business relations
while In the house of another of
you, he made his home
for two
years.
A Fair Trial.
"You are almost of the family cir
cle of the murdered man and none
ot you has ever had any community
of Interest with the defendant. Under these circumstances I can but
iisk. you to lay aside as much of passion and prejudice as you can, and
look at us as if we were one of you."
The attorn"y asked for a fair and
Ijiipartlnil trial, and that the jury be
guided by the evidence only. He said
the prosecution knew it could not
convict on ex:iet evidence and was
to
relying on forced circumstances
got :i verdict.
Want floor Out Verdict.
He called on the Jury for a clear
cut verdict ar d asked them not to
on any verdict of murmmpromis
der, .or manslaughter) or murder in
second
the
i.'giee.
"I would not thank this Jury If It
returned a verdict of assault and
batiery and assessed a fine of five
he
dollars against the defendant,"
said.
you
story
that has
Itlleve the
"If
bem told i.ijiiinst this man, take him
and hang him. Hill Haywood is either
guilty or innocent. If he Is guilty I
l.ave nothing to say. But men, this
is a case of Orchard from beginning
Steu-nenbe- rg

(Coiuiniictl on Pugo Eight.)
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Still in Jail at New York

DAY AT TOMBS

St. Petersburg, Russia, July 24.
The Novoe Vremya today published
the details ot an alleged dynastic
movement in southern China, ascrib
ing it to Japanese Instigators, who,
the paper says, are busily preparing
for the Manchu dynasty in China
th same fat.w4leh has Just oyer
:'
taken the emperor of Korea.
The paper., says that Japanese
agents have' worked their-wainto
the most remote corners of the.' em
pire.
The note of the Japanese' Intrigue
consists in assuring the Chiilese that
Japan is their protector against the
nations of the west, and at the same
time assuring ihe westerns that Japan is their vanguard against the
Chinese peril.
of the Novoe
The apprehension
Vremya regarding the
of
fully
Is
the far eastern question
shared in Russian military circles,
where the steady armament of China
and Janan is viewed with alarm. The
movement Is regarded as primarily
menacing the remnant of Russian
possessions upon the Pacific.
Would Dominate World.
The 7iusalan home office refused
to give out any official statement
concerning the accusations made by
the newspaper against Japan, but
privately the officials gave out inti
mations that their investigations have
conclusively proved, the truth of the
allegations, and mat even more e:
feet has Ibeen gained toy the Japanese
than appears on the surface. They
Insist that an effort is being made by
Japan to obtain control of China and
with her Immense population and
military resources, practically domi
nate the world.
regarding this
Their information
movement is gained from consulates
and other means of official communication in the Chinese empire and
Manchuria. There are thousands of
loyal Russians In these districts who
make reports to their home govern
ment. tout whose connection with
Russia Is not known nor suspected.
Japs Sow Discord.
From these sources It Is learned
according to the Novoe Vreyma which
Is the recognized official paper of
the palace, that Japanese appear In
all sections ot the Chinese empire,
dressed usually as coolies, and pro
ceed to work themselves by slow de
grees Into the confidence of the people and lower officials.
Then the
seeds of discord are spread and the
Jap spies keep the work moving by
frequent exhibitions of letters and
other matters which apparently con
Among th
Arm their statements.
higher classes the same game Is pur
course,
Japanese
of
sued, though of
higher rank are used as spies.
"
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HACK EXDS TODAY,
York, July 24. The first of
the Ulldden
automobile
tourists
reached the city hall at Jersey City
the end of their 1,550 mile run, a
noon today, a half hour ahead o
Other cars promptly
the schedule.
followed.
New
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$2,000,000 Worth of Valuable Coal
Land Sold to Sustain Fund for
Comlr.rj Trial of His
Case In October.
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LOST IN SEA

A
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c

New
York, July 24. From all
San Francisco, Cal., July 24. But
few changes have been made. In the parts of the country during the past
days.
few
President Itoosevelt has
list of the lost and saved in the
steamer Columbia disaster published reelved postal cards urging him to
of 1904
yesterday. Chew Mock, Chinese, and reconsider his declaration
and acciipt another nomination for
Miss R. Musser. lirst reported missing, were saved. The bodies of th
the 'presidency. The cards bear a
victims are being held by the coroner picture of the white house under
"L'ncle Sam
at Kureka, pending orders from rela- which is the Inscription, growing
Hood
tives or friends to have them Bhipped will renew lease." The
to this city or Portland.
The revised of cards indicates that some one has
list "f passengers shows IDS saved started a caimidiKn to Induce Rooseand 7 7 missing. Of the ollicers and velt to change his mind.
40 were saved and 16 are missThis makes a total of S)3
for.
Sun Ivors at .Wrlu.
Astoria, Ore., July it. All night
l'Mig an eager throng Aaited on the
docks for the arrival of the steamer
(Seorge W. Klder, which had on board
many survivors all from the Columbia. When the boat at last arrived,
there was a scene of rejoicing among
who hud friends and relatives
tlioe
on board. The scene was not without wnovr, however, for here and
there were expectant people hoping
against hope that their loved one
might be among the Baved. The
passteamer Klder carried sixty-fiv- e
sengers of the ill fated Columbia.

crew,
ing.

unao-count-

The president has not expressed
the slightest indication of anything
other than amusement, according to
the friends who have visited him at
Oyster Hay. He merely laughs when
asked about the delude of cards, and
Wonders when it will end.

The first of the cards came from
this city but they now bear date liii-- "
of cities ill all parts of the L'niteJ
Slates.
MAX Y

illlMi

Chicago. July

five prostrations

I

I

COM

UK AT IX (IIK (;o
24.
Two deaths and

as a result of the
excessive heat were reported yesterday. The maximum temperature was
eighty-seve-

n.

'

;
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Now
24.
York, July
In the
trunge, uncanny and ominous Inter
the time that the entire
American people were breathless In
heir interest In the fate of Harrv K
Thaw and the approaching time when
the young millionaire
shall again
stand In the tierce glare ot publicity,
w nai is ne doing :
51 US. I'.YFXYN
NKSIUT THAW.
Moreover, how does Evelvn Ne
I'rom a PlMrtofnipli Never Ucfore Publbihcd.
bit Thaw pass the leaden hours un
11 her
husband a fate shall be final
ly written?
(Harry Thaw Is continuing his
orison, hold
IS CURRY WILL APPOINT dreary life In the Tombs
GOVERNOR
CURRY
ing nimseu aioou rrom nis fellow
prisoners, reading the newsnnners.
smoking too much black tobacco In
a black briar pipe, wrltlna letters
REPUBLICANS
to nis counsel, studying the evidence
n the recent mistrial, eating food
Famous
Prbmncr Impa llent for Trial of Ills Cose.
prepared at Delmonlco'a downtown
restaurant, dropping a 15 bHl or.
caslonally Into the hanl of some fel to see hta wife when she leaves every
His wife Is almost as much ot &
HEjAYS
noon, sometimes
tow worse oft than hlnuelf..
several hundred, prisoner within her rooms.
even now."
That, in brief, is his existence.
ehe Is never seen except when aha
(His life Is the few moments each
Every mornlnjr from T to S Thaw goes
to the Tomlbs.
day that he spends with Evelyn clasp. Is allowed two hour for exercise , In
There la. at. ipresetxt a good deal ot.
Inauguration Ceremonies on Denies Interview From
Kt 4t,.i
tha nrlsnn VnvA
eu to nis loreast -- moments
At'
mystery about who the Thaw ' lawsometimes neither speak, but breathe comes and stays with him. until his yers are.
Paso Published in
August First Agreeable as
the love that still, 'burns fiercely In wne appears, at iu:5. sne stays
Mrs. Wm. Thaw Is to give tp her
an hour and
10
their hearts.
minutes. , After cottage by the seaside next weak; and
a
IhArn
ra
lunch
twn
day
And these few moments each
fn. come back to the city, to be near
Morning Journal.
Arranged by Committee.
may toe truly said to also represent exercise out of doors, and the rest her son.
It is expected then that
or rne day ne spends in writing and some decision may be made in regard
the live of livelyn.
reading. He is nearly always in bed to the handling of the case for the
Ijovos llim Still.
by 11 o'clock.
WILL BE GOVERNOR
LARGE DELEGATION FROM
next trial.
Jlecently the rumor Bpread
and
way
newspapers,
Into
round
its
the
ALBUQUERQUE WILL ATTEND
OF ALL THE PEOPLE mat love was lading in the young
wife, whose sacrifice on the witness
stand remains in memory as a classic UNITED HATTERS WANT JAP TROOPS MARCHING
ot woman s complete devotion to the
man of her choice, for better or for
Alamogordo, N. M., July 24.
A telegram
4
from Captain 4
4 George Curry,
Capt. George Cur- 4 worse.
New Mexico's 4
A friend ventured to ask her if her
4 new governor, was received by 4 4 ry, soon to be governor of New 4
THE UNION LABEL"
ON TO KOREAN
love remained steadfast
4' Mexico,
if it wera
passed through this
4 The Citizen this afternoon stat- ing that August 1, the day set
place last evening and was given 4 unchanged.
4' a rousing reception by a large 4
4 by the committee for his inau- Wonder and indUmatlon welled un
4' guration subject to his approval,
4 number of prominent citizens if and mingled strangely In those beau
CAPITAL
4 was agreeable to him.
who were at the station to meet
tiful eyes.
He is now at his old home In 4 4 him.
"Love him? Love Harry? God
4
4' Roswell.
He will proceed to 4 4
He was accompanied by Char- knows i do with my whole heart,
4 Santa Fe, the Capital City, eanly
4 les Hal lard, sheriff of Chaves 4 and now as never before. I loathe
4 next week and will consult with
4 county.
these people who charge me with
General Strike Possible If Proposal of Emperor to That
4
To an Alamogordo newspaper
of
the committee
uch base cowardice.
the members
f man,
CapUiin Curry nutde the 4
4
4 as to detailed erran gerawits.
was all. Hut she meant it.
That
A special from Hanta Fe to
4
4 following statement for publlea- - 4 Every word demanded credence. She
Open Shop Idea Is
Nation Causes Conster4 The Otiren .this afternoon Is to 4 4 lion, which would indicate that 4 still loves him loves him better than
4 the effect that rooms were being a 4 he is having his first trouble 4 before.
Adopted.
nation In Court.
4 engaged in advance at all of the
4 with the yellow press:
$2,000,000 for Defense.
4 hotels in the city and that the 4 4
"The Ki Paso papers were
Ijist week the Thaw family sold
4 attendance ut the Inauguration,
4 absolutely In error in quoting
worth of choice coal land
me as being a Roosevelt demo-- 4 j.iioo.ouu
4 reception and ball, promises to 4
CABINET HELD LONG
by the terms of the will o MANUFACTURERS HAVE
which,
4 be the largest In the history of 4 4 crat. Such is not the case in
V m.
Thaw, was never to
tho
late
governors.
I
any
am
sense of the word;
a f go out of the family
4 New Mexico
4
AGAINST
DECIDED
MEN
SESSION OVER IT
or be sold un
Messages have been received
4
4 Roosevelt republican
and my
less the family were In dire need of
from all parts of New Mexico 4 4 appointees to office when va- money.
4 from prominent men of both
4 cancies occur will be republl- So the fight Is to go on.
Harry
New York, July 24. The first genI will make
exception 4
Seoul. Korea. July 24. A message
4 parties stating that they expect 4 4 cans.
Thaw Is waiting Impatiently, though eral strike in twelve years of the Uni- from. Chemulpo states
are
4 to attend and 4nquiri
4 only In case of territorial boards
that three Jap.
uncomplainingly,
knowing,
as
was
ad
4' which I shall endeavor as far 4
made as to the time set for the
mltted toy his counsel In conversa. ted States of America, involving about anese warships arrived there this
41
etc.
4' as possible to keep
4 inauguration,
20,000
men,
Is now threatened against morning with many bluejackets and
tlon, that not before October at soon
4
4
The railroad rates to the Cap- "I plan at present to be in
1, ,.
1,
X . ( t ......
est can his case be brought to trial tha rtn)n ahin
4 Ital OMy for the Inauguration
4 Santa Fe by Tuesday, July 3.
troops on board, and that the troops
again.
upon
yet
been decided
4 and shall then take the oath of 4
have not
asso will proceed to Seoul.
Fur
Felt
Hat
Manufacturers
Many agita4 4 office as per arrangements on 4
4 but they will be reasonable.
Visits Him Dully.
rne tors from the provinces are arriving
ciation proposes to introduce.
4'
The Citizen will announce the
4 August 1.
Never but on one day In all the open
shop declaration Is contained in here. They are not permitted to asrate from this city to Santa Fe 4 4
"I will visit Washington and
IS months that Harry has been ir
Oyster Ray later.
a resolution by the manufacturers to semble in the city, and therefore are
4 at on early date together with
prison
to
wife
has
his
failed
visit
him
"I.N
4 the detailed arrangements made 4
THE DC- union label.
meeting In the suburban towns where
she Is a brick she Is, said ol abolish the Union
4 by the committee of local busi- - 4
TIES OF MY OKF1CK THAT
Strong.
Hilly, the deputy, at the big iron
a hundred soldiers yesterday were
attending
(ioVKRXOK
XKW
to these
4 OF
OF
4 men who are
The United Hatters of America detailed to disperse them. Wholesale
gate. "And every time she
Tombs
MEXICO, TO WHICH I HAVE
every
4 matters.
practically
embrace
workman arrests of subordinates leaving the
comes, he a lust like a boy with
representative 4
KKB.V APPOINTED HY
A number of
THE
new toy.
I've never seen a thin employed In the hat factories of the palace began yesterday afternoon,
EX-- 4
4 citizens, republicans
and oth- - 4
PRESIDENT I SHAIJj
general
States,
strike the object being to intercept
a
United
hence
wrong
possithing.
Hehim,
a
with
not
4 ers.
have signified their in- - 4
DEAVOR TO HE THE C.OV- Just like any other man as Is all would mean that the manufacturers ble communication with tne former
ER.NOR
4 tent ions of attending the lnau- - 4
OF THE ENTIRE
new
employes.
must
"break
The
in"
right. O yes, he s fond of her.
emeror, which might throw light
4' guration
if arrangements are 4
OF THE TERRI- PEOPLE
upon alleged plots to murder the
"And the papers say he is in very union is not only strong in member4 made as scheduled. There will
TORY. I HAVE NO FR1END.S
ship, but also financially, and can ministers.
bad
health?
of f
TO
NO
be quite a large number
REWARD
AND
won
out in
"Well, he Isn't.
He feeds from well handle a strike. It
lrociul Causes Consternation.
4' la ,11 on in the party.
ENEMIES TO PUNISH.
Delmonlco'a and he Is as well as its last struggle thirteen years ago.
is understood that the proposal
It
4
it Is planned to so arrange 4'4 4 "IT WILL HE MY EN- largely
present
due
strike
is
The
any
so
man
been
Indoors
has
that
4 transportation with the Santa
DEAVOR TO MAINTAIN THE
to a desire on the part ot the manu- of Japan, with which Huron Hayashl
long."
was presented by Mar4 Fe railway that those who de- POLICIES OF REPL'HLK'AN
Inquiry among the Thaw lawyers facturers to do away w th treating was charged,
A DM IMSTfl AT ION AND 4
4 lre to return to Albuquerque 4
Ito to the Korean cabinet, which,
disclosed a Blight difference of opln with the union In all matters con- quis
10
4 immediately after the Inaugura- met
4 MORE PARTICULARLY. THE
o'clock this morning unPeabody said cerning their employes. They do not der aat Japanese
Ion on this matter.
guard. The minis4 Non may do so while thoe who 4
OF PRESIDENT
POLICIES
wages nor
propose
to
of
cut
scale
the
was
a
In
client
bad
condl
his
that
4 desire to spend the day In San- - 4
ROOSEVELT.
longer hours of labor, but ters deliberated until i o'clock this
demand
O Uellly coincided wit
tion,
Dan
but
reception
Tor4 ta Fe end attend the
Captain Curry reached
4
are anxious to treat with their men afternoon when Premier I wan Yung,
by Billy.
the opinion
4 ranee at 3 o'clock this morning
and ball can return the follow- with the minister of war
Thaw Is entitled to four hours of as Individuals, hiring whom they together
4 4 and wired the acting governor
4 ing day at their leisure.
presented a new plan of governing
discharging
men
please
whom
and
day,
out
whlc
of
doors
each
exercise
4
people should 4 4 that the plans of the committee
Albuquerque
the state to the emperor In the palIs much more than is enjoyed by they do not want.
4 see to it that the governor is
4 to inaugurate him as governor
ace.
hundreds of thousands of New York
August 1 met wtth his approval.
made to feel that this city Is In 4
It is understood that the Japanese
ers who are working for their living.
Captain Curry accomKinle.d
4 the front rank. In bidding 11 m 4 4
proposals, though they do not molest
advantage
not
thi
of
He
take
does
by
liallard.
4 welcome back to New Meitlco.
4
Sheriff
arriveu in
the security of the throne, are revoprivilege, however, as the prison doc
Roswell at 10 o'clock this mornlutionary, and the fact that the audtor thinks he should, and, accordln
was
The new governor
s' ing.
ience of the cabinet members and
to the doctor, he smokes too much
given a hearty reception In Ills
emperor was brief. Is believed to be
The fact Is, this is the first year o
town.
4
home
an evident e of the consternation ot
EXPRESS COMPANIES
Harry Thaw s life In which his habit
The Interview which Govern- 4
the court.
un
regular,
been
and
it
has
have
or Curry characterized as incorwe
doubtedly
advantages
Its
as
J! 4.
had
July
According
Toklo,
a
to
4
morn-published
was
this
reel
as Its disadvantages, as far as he is (llsiuti'h received here from
Seoul
WILL REDUCE RATES
ii:g In the Journal of this rltv.
concerned.
this morning, Marquis Ho received VICTORIA'S FIRE
He U C'luirltablc.
a long message yesterday from the
"He has had a good chance to seu imperial government in this city and
Lincoln, July 24. Representatives ITSIOXI.STS V!V
LOSS IS 5250,000
he has opened negotiations with the Korean
XKIIHASKA TIGHT tho seamy side of life elnceHilly.
"I govern ment the same evening. The
express
busicompanies doing
been here," volunteered
of five
Neb., July 24. The demo guess
Lincoln,
ministry
holding
a
now
is
Korean
never
there
dreamed
he
that
ness In this state today offered to re- crats
and populists of Nebrask was so much poverty in the whole meeting with closed doors.
duce their rates fifteen per cent, have won
Victoria. II. C. July 24. The numtheir fight for fusion tic world as he has seen right here. Inw hich offer
the commission took un- kets
ber of houses burned In the tire yesfluenced him? Yes, surely. He sim- SWT A I'K KTOKK
first
district
primary
in
the
comder advisement.
railroad
The
Tin i: ks, terday, which practically wiped out
visi rni)
ply didn't know that there was such
mission had attempted to enforce a election on September
third.
The a thing. He has been good to the.
the district between Store and QuadSanta Fe, July 24. (Special.)
per cent.
cut of tueiity-ttv- e
Burglars
night
away
broke
last
into the ra streets, and Herald and Pioaeer
supreme court today handed down
given
He
has
other prisoners.
no end of clothing since he has been store of Jasus Ortiz and carried away streets. Is today placed at seventy-fiv- e.
decision overruling the demurrer
100.
I'oMtiiiaMer Appointed.
The loss is about 1250.000. The
The
here, and now and then, when he merchandise valued at
Washington, D. C. .July 24. Leo-n- the attorney general, and ordering
$5 would do a good deal thieves affected an entrance by break. tenderloin was almost entirely wipe!
that
knew
deL. Cordova has been appointed writ of mandamus to compel the sec
of good, he didn't mind handing that Ing the lock on the door and they left out and three churches were alsobeing;
the empty stroyed, the other buildings
postmaster at Galllna, Klo Arriba retary of state to permit fusion
out, either. There is always a lot of id trace further than
residences.
county. New Mexico,
the primary ballots.
people standing around iu the street places on the shelves and counters.

well pleased
with
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Few Changes Made by Arri- "Uncle Sam Will Renew Lease
is Purport of Senders'
vals of Vessels With
Desires.
Survivors.

'

val between

ASSI-.M1X-

93

is

Becomes Angry When Told
That Public Believes
She Tires of
Harry.

1

peror.

terrible In Its bitterness, Attor- ney Clarence IXirrow, of the
Haywood
defense. arraigned
Prosecutor Hawloy aa a "hired
man actuated by no other mo- tive than to Ret the money of
the abate that he might build
another addition to his home."
He also called him the "tool of
the mine owners," and said he
whk
narrow's laughing statement
that Orchard was persuaded re-tolav his sins on Jesus by his
lisnouM advisor, but that "Fath- (Detective) McParland first
it"
.had him lay his crimes on Hay- wood, did some harm to Or- chard's evidence."
"bug-house-

4
4

that

a.

T EAST

Says Latter "Laid His Sins on Nations of West Pitted by Wily
Orientals Against China In
Jesus" But Detective McPar-lan- d

a denunciation

Harry Kendall Thaw Who

SHE VISITS HIM EVERY
.1

WANING

SOWN

RELIGIOUS ATTACK

Had Him "Lav His
Crimes on Haywood First."

PRISONER HUSBAND

FOR

Russian Paper Publishes De
tails of Great Plot to
Overthrow Manchu
Dynasty.

'S

tnt

Evelyn Nesbit Thaw on Her
EVELYN THAW DENIES THAT HER AFFECTION
Daily Visit to the Tombs

EUPUE

TOOL"

Bitter Arraignment of Prosecuting Attorney by Dar
row In His Argument
Today.

In

The Livening Cltlen, In AdTanoc, fS per
per month.
Delivered lif Carrier, 60
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RULES

representative of the company is of
the opinion that he will sell a grent
number of the cars to Texas railroads. It Is the general opinion that
the only thing standing in the way of
open and active competition with the
Pullman company Is the fttct that
the systems mid large trunk lines
will find It Impossible to use the cars
for fear of n boycott by the Pullman
company and a refusal to exchange
traffic or to supply Pullmans
for
through runs.
r.ut on the smaller road. the competition is certain, and It is said that
some of the roads In the southwest
will buy some of the rolling stock.

USE

'

OF DOUBLE
TRACKS

C'HKWS IX MF.XICO

sTuiivK

roit increase

Parral. Mexico. July 23. The
Why Some Roads Vary From crews
of the Parral & Kurnngo railroad have gone on strike, demanding
wages. The company Is still
Regmore
In
Such
Others

ulations.
"On a double track system which
track do the eastbound trains use?
asked the man with a high forehead
at the lf pot last night.
"Why the .track on the right hand
aide," wild tine operating official.
"What track Is used by the west-

bound .traiiis'.'" was the next query.
"Same answer," curtly replied, the
operating official, who began to suspect that he was being Joshed.
"I can prove you are wrong" said
a young man who had been study-tn- g
a picture that hung on the wall.
It was aplcture of the Twentieth
Century Limited on the Lake Shore &
Jdlchigan Southern railroad. It showed a douoie track with the train
Deeding along on the
left hand
trock.
"Here Is the Los Angeles Limited
on the Chicago & Northwestern,
d
aaid another man. "It's on the
track,."
"Those are ithe exceptions,"
plained the operating officials: "The
Lake Shore ami the Northwestern
railroads use the left track. Every
other railroad m the country uses
ngnt nnn-- Tracn.
ua"Tou
may be right," said a traveling passenger agent, "but I rode
Holllday,
Kan., to Emporia the
from
outer any. its unuble track all the
way and we used the left hand
left-iian-

track."

Vso liCft Hand Track.
"Must have been something the
matter with the right hand track,"
growled the operating official. But
there wasn't. A division superintendent Joined the group and he was appealed to.
"We use the right hand track
wherever we have double track except on the Emporia line. We change
from the right hand track to the left
track at Holllday. This exception was
originally a single track ystem. The
grades on the original line were suit
ed to westbound traffic. So we built
the second truck for eastbound
traffic. It la this peculiar condition
us left handed on the
that makes
Emporia cut-of- f.
Kiclit Hum! Track.
"The right hand track is In gen
eral use by virtue of a rule adopted
by the American Railway association, which requires that all standard railroads use the right track. It
was thought be to use the right
hand track for the reason that It af
fords the engineer a better oppor
turrlty to observe the Mignnla which
are In use on all double track systems. It was the theory of the man
agement of the Northwestern and of
the Lake Shore that If the engineer
on the left hand side he could
vu
watch both tracks. So when the rule
was adopted an exception was made
in ravor of these two lines."
Only West anil liim bound.
"Now that we have settled this
proposition let us have an ex plana.
tion why we never see anything on
official time cards concerning north- oouna ana soutnooun-- trains." suggested the man who had started the
flrat argument.
"In making up time card only
two directions are recognized," said
the operating official. "Every train
la either an enstbound or a west
bound train. The eastbound
carry even numbers and the trains
westbound trains odd numbers. FVr In
stance, a train
from Coffevvtlle.
which la south from Kansas City, is
carriea as an easiununa train, and
train to Leavenworth and Omaha,
W'hioh are north of Kansas City, are
cornea as
inuns.
"Now I suggest by way of conclu
you
Blon that
fellows who are up
posed to be in the railroad business
brush up on the elementary prtn
clples of railroading.
I'll Mart
night school for your benefit moM
any time.
i

UAILHOAHS WILL HI'Y
Ni;V HI F.I'KRS
The Pullm;in company, which has
o long had a monopoly of the pal
ace car business, is to have competition at last and competition
that
will hurt, as its c omi etii i rs are to
carp that will
manufacture
pattern
l.e of a more satisf.ictory
of the Pullman rnmpnny
than those
It
learned th.oiyh a traveling
representative that a St. Charles, Mo
company will put a sleeping tar on
the market that will be tiuperior to
anything ever put out by the Pullman
Ieople. The upper berths of the St
Charles car are so arranged that they
connect with the open air by screens
Just as do the lower berths on Pull
mans and do not Know the bulky effect in the ivKiun of the upper
tiertns mat U shown In the Pull- nia ix.
railway has
The Texas Central
purchased three of the cars fur use
on
that road. The berths will sell
at the rate of ll.&o for the lower
berths and $1 for the upper. The
A-'-

'!'

running trains and .while It may be
a little Inconvenient, Its handling all
the business it can get.
The Parrnl & Ourango railroad Is a
narrow gunge road running
from
Minus Nuevas to Mesa de la Sundla,
with a branch line from Parrnl to
Minos Nuevns. It Is owned by a
Pittsburg, Pa concern,
who also
own mining properties In this district. The company has a lnrge
freight trade, hauling' considerable
ore and lumber, the latter from its
own
lumber camp beyond Sandla,
whtre they have a large sawmill.
ICE FAMINE IX
.THE NEVADA DESERT.
The desert towns along the line of
the Salt Lake ralroad are still suffer
Ing from an Ice famine on nccoint of
the bunting of the Ice plant at Zms
Vegas a few days ago. Only three
carloads of Ice are received In that
section each day, In addition to the
small amount thot can be spared by
the plant at Peattie. The ice that Is
shipped in. sent from Salt Lake Is
quantities
all
doled out In smaill
along the line. The Salt Lake- railroad is still refusing to accept ship
ments of fruit, vegetables or other
perishable stuff that has to be Iced,
Byron Harvey, general manager
of the dining room service of the
Harvey system, who has been spend
ing his annual vacation at PasadenaCal., with his family, passed through
Albuquerque last evening en route to
Kan.-fct-

s

City, Mo.

Frank Oennvassa, a machinist in
the Santa Fe shops, has gone to New
He ex
York City on a vacation.
pects to sail for Italy, his native
country. In August, returning to Al
buquerque In October.
w
m
m
Engine 460, used In freight service
on the Itio Orande division, ran Into
a number of cattle Ibetween here and
San Marclal Monday. The cattle were
damaged but the engine escaped a
wreck.
Engines 1031 and 1033, formerly
used on passenger service ea.xt of
Trinidad, Colo., but lately In freight
service on the New Mexico division,
have been placed In passenger ser
They will pull the two
vice again.
limitedH to and from Las Vegas.
Fred Wright, recently appointed
as clerk to General Foreman J. A.
Conley, has resigned. Elmo D. Mur
phey, of the otlice force. Is taking
care of the duties or mat omce.
Dr. J. B. Cutter, house physician
at the Santa Fe hospital, accompa
nied by Mrs. Cutter, returned last
evening after a week' outing on the
Pecos river.
passenger
Albuquerque
division
engine 1416 struck and killed ten
Mon
Gallup
and
burros between here
day, but the train was not delayed
Engine 456 was sent to Helen, N,
M., Monday evening for service on
the Eastern Hallway of New Mexico
line.

Engines 839, 37S and 1845 were
turned out of the main shops yes
terday after undergoing an over
hauling.
Engine 2178, 971, 1606, 852, 0121
963, 364 and 1614 are ready to be
switched into the main shops to be
overhauled.
The automatic signals and lamps
at lUberu, N. M., on the New Mexico
division, are again In working order,
Engineer Rousch of the coast line
freight service has been
engine 852.
and given charge of
a
Engineer Hoy and Conductor Sch
d
out of Al
neekhttl were
buquerque yesterday to Gallup.
Passenger engines 1219 nnd 11"
were turned out of the back tthop
yesterday after light repairs.
a
11. S. Van Slyck, Uv
Mock agent
fur the Santa Fe at El l'aao, Fpen
esterday in the city.
A. Pradley, n clerk In the Santa Fo
distribution office, is laying olt oi
account of sickness.
A new track
for the storage
"dead" engines Is being constructed
In the roundhouse yard.
Firemen Pill and Hoffman, of the
coast lines, are on the sick list.
dead-heade-

Winter's lingering in the lap of Spring did it. Perhaps you remember
that, when we expected pleasant weather early in the spring, it snowed. Then
it snowed again. And then it snowed between snows and all at the time
when we should have been selling Spring things. The short season leaves our
stock too large. NOW THINGS MUST GO. New season and new stock in
view. Plenty of time to wear light Weights but short time in which to sell
them. So, here goes. The more you buy the more you'll save. That's the

Interstate Commerce Com Kansas City Stockyards Gets
Big Shipments at
mission Institutes New DeStrong Price.
parture In System.
C

RAILROAD DEPARTMENT
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CUT PRICES!

poooooooooooooocx

Washington. I).
July 24. Pos
sibly few people realize the changes
nslltuted under the Interstate com
law; nnd
merce commission
the
power conferred by It on the com

(

1H07.

CUT PRICES ARE NOW ON THE BILL

HEAVY
Golden, weathered and plain
oak, Mahogany and wickers.
Prices and quality will suit you.

Jn.Y tl.

HxixxxxxxrxTxxxxxxixxixxxxxiixiiixxxixxxxxixxxxxrxxxxixxxixxxxiixxxxxxxrxxxxxrT

UNUSUALLY

Prices ranging from
$1.50 to $25.00

WKDNESD Y,

mission. For Instance, there has
cen a radical departure In railway
accounting, as this branch of the
business has been brought directly
under tlre supervision and control of
the Interstate commerce commission.
For a good many months past, the
commission has been almost In constant consultation with the American
Association of railway accounting officers, regarding the contemplated
changes; and on July 1st the com
mission promulgated the first Install
Wherens,
ment of these changes.
under the old system the roads
throughout the country, generally
speaking, had a classification of operating accounts cnlllng for sixty divisions, this has befn changed by the
and
hundred
commission to ono
wenty-on- e
divisions, and will be the
standard from this time.
I'nifomt System.
The commission is empowered to
enforce Its will for a uniform sys- probable,
em. though It Is hardly
basing their future action on their
up
prfnsent
time,
to
that
efforts
the
they will ever use their power arbitrarily.
The genera effect will bo to in
crease the demand for disbursement
men, that Is. those familiar with distribution of accounts, based on the
necessity of maintaining for the first
year the old distribution coincident
with the new Tor the benefit or comparisons with the previous year.
Possibly only railroad accounting
men can appreciate the magnitude of
and
the commission's undertaking;
certainly only rallrondlng accounting
men
the enormous
can estimate
amount of work Involved. There is,
however, one good thing in nil this.
that Is nn evident desire on the part
with
nf the railroads to
the commission in this regard.

t

LINES PREPARE
FOR THE RAINY SEASON'.
July 24.
Mexico City, Mexico,
Preparations are now under way on
the Gulf line of the Mexican Central between Monterey and Tamplco
to forestall as far as possible the
damaging effects of the rainy season
on the roadbed of that branch. Extra heavy ballast has been Installed,
and drainage gutters have been ex
at all point3
cavated and
where the rains are likely to prove
of the greatest danger to the bed.
This will prevent the accumulation of
water on the track, and by running
the water off as fast as It falls will
keep the track above water at all
times
Similar preparations have been un-- J
der way for some time on the Chi
huahua division of the road, and It
is now In an excellent condition to
withstand the ravages of the rainy
season. The National, International
and Interoceanlc roads are also pre
paring for the advent of the rains and
will be In shape before the wet season sets in.
IIARRIMAX LINES SPEND
82.IMMUMI0
IX ADVERTISING.
Chicago, III., July 24. The Harri- man lines are preparing for the most
energetic
advertising
campaign In
their history, a campaign In which
more than $2,000,000 will bo expended. The. heads of all of the advertising departments are meeting here
and discussing plans for the campaign. The method pursued In arriving at a decision of how the money
shall be spent is unique. The publications and the work of each depart
ment come In review before all of the
other departments for criticism. As
a result, many advertising 'practices
In the past are going to be abandoned
and some new features adopted. It
Is understood
that the companies
have decided to do more newspaper
advertising that before, and to issue
fewer booklets of an expensive character.
SHORT LINE WILL HE
COMPLETED IX TWO YEARS.
July 24. The
rtrownwood, Tex.,
construction of the
cut-oof the Santa Fe Is now in progress out of Texico, N. M. It Is staled
thut grading will be started on this
end of the line in a few weeks.
The
survey for the road has been finished
way
right
the
obtained.
of
The
and
distance between Texico and Hrown-woo- d
is about 350 miles. For most
of this the country Is level and no
heavy construction work will be enIt will take about two
countered.
years to complete the line, according
to present estimates.
It will connect
with the gulf division of the Santa
Fe at Rrownwood and with the
line of the same road
at Texico.
Jts chief Importance Is
that it will form a connecting link
in a new transcontinental
route of
the Santa Fe between Galveston and
Heaumont and Pacitlc coast points.
It Is planned to eventually extend thi
system to New Orleans.
NEW SIDE TRACKS AT
SAN MARCIAL
San Martial. N. M., The engineering party under Assistant Engineer
Claude lietson, of the Rio Granite
division is
ying and laying out
land for a new track in the yards
here. It Is the purpose of the railroad
company to lay the track parallel
with the river track, and it is to be
nearly an eighth of a mile in length,
owing to the increase in truffle, new
facilities for handling the freight
point have betrains at this divi.-iocome imperative.
MEXICAN'

Kansas city, July 24. Heavy cat
tle supplies arrived here last week,
61,000 head. Including 9.000 calves.
but the general market held
up
strong. Cows and heifers lost 10 to
cents nt the close of the week.
Stockers nnd feeders sold stronirer
all week, because of the very natter
ing corn prospects all over the corn
area, and the fine condition of pastures. Supply today Is 20,000 head,
Including 3.000 calves, market steady
on fed stuff, cows and heifers
and
stockers nnd feeders, but 5 to 15
cents lowier on grass steers.
Movement has been heavy from
quarantine, districts for the pHst several weeks, and cuttle are now com
ing freely from Kansas pastures,
making plenty of grass onttle avail
able, and some losses In the price
are naturally expected at this season.
The market starts in the heavy fall
season stronger than It has lii any
recent year, and demand from nil
sources is unprecedented at Kansas
City.
flood weight Kansas grazed
westerns sell at $4.75 ii 5.30, lighter
quarantine steers $4.00 to $4.85,
grass cows $3.25 to $4.40, while fed
stuff Is bringing highest prices of the
season, top steers today $7.10, heifers
up to $5.85, cows $4.83. henvv feeders nt $5.00 to $5.50, light feeders
nnd stockers $3.50 to $5.00, veal calves up to $6.25.
Supplies of fhoep and lambs are
largely confined to small lots of natives, market not much
chtinged
from a week ago. Supply Is 4.000 today. Including a shipment of six
loads of Utah wethers, 94 pounas,
at $5.85, with a few ewes in same
shipment nt $5.50. Yearlings bring
up to $6.00, and lambs are worth
$7,00 to $7.65.
Arizona Is still
shipping a few nnd receipts in the
last week have also included small
lots from Colorado, but the Texas
seasonw is about over.

AVoman

not necessarily one of perfect form
and features. Many a plain woman
who could never serve B9 an artist's
model possesses those rare qualities
that all the world admires: neatness,
clear eyes, clean smooth skin and
that sprightllness of step and action
that accompany good health. A physically weak woman Is never attractive, not even to herself.
Electric
Bitters restoro wenk women, give
strong nerves, bright eyes, smooth,
velvety skin, beautiful complexion.
Guaranteed at all druggists, 60c.
PENNYROYAL
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Kennedy's
Laxative
Cough Syrup
CONTAINS E0NEY AND TAR
RelleTes Colds by working them out of
the system through a copious and healthy
action of the bowels.
Coughs by cleansing tha
Relieves
mucous membranes of the throat, chest
and bronchial tubes.

"As pleasant to the tasta
as Maple Sugar"

Children Like

It

J.

j
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CH1ROPO.

AXD

See our new Double Long Staple
Mattresses. Sample on exlbltlon. No

better made for any price.
Turnlture Co.

Consolidated Liquor Company
Suocessors to
ACHECHI A GIOMI.
WMOLK9ALK DCALKItm IN

MELSNI & EAKIN, and

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
Wt
ivrytblna In Hook
ktp
mott

Hsve bean appointed excluslvs agents In th Southwasi far Jea. ft.
Schlltz. Wm. Lamp and 8t Louis A. B. C. Breweries; Yellowstone,
Green River, V. H. McBraysr'a Csdar Brook, Louls Huntar.T.J. Man.
arch, and other standard Brands of whiskies too numsrOus ta msntlsn,
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDER.
But sell the atralght article sa received by us from tie best
laerlsa.
Distilleries and Breweries In tie United Stat s. Call sad lnsseet ear
Stock and Prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Irie kin.
Issued to dealers only.

Wall Paper!
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It

1110
paper nnd paint your
house.
Satisfaction
guaranteed.
Prompt attention to mall orders.
J. D. EMMONS, successor to Stacy & Go.

South Socond and Lead
821 North

First Street.

n
Phone No. 482

--

tCE

Household Goods

Southvve.4tcrn

Keep busy until you find

214 W.

Brewery

&

Ice Company.

COAL

Star Furniture Co.

Rest American Block, per ton , . $B.50
Anthracite Nut, per ton
$8.50
Stove and Furnace
New Mexico Anthracite
per ton
$9.50

Gold Ave.

Albuquerque

-

WOOD

SUMMER

DRY CEDAR

RATES

PINION
AND

TOUNIIXO.
TERMS STRICTLY CASH.

VIA
Chicago
From St. Louis

M0afl))
HiR!?

John

S.

602 80UTH

Beaven

FIRST STREET.

US8

Mexico City and return $40.25, June
8 to 15 Inclusive. Limit Auijust
SI, 1007.
Norfolk, Va., and return, 15 day limit.
$58.76; slaty day. $71.90; seasor
limit, Dec. 15th. $87.45.
Denver and return, $23.70: Colorado-Springand return, $20.75; Pueblo
and return, $18.95. Tickets on sale
June 1st to Sept. 80. 1907. Return
limit Oct. 81, 1907.
T. E. PURDT. Agent

s

Don't Forget The
ALBUQUERQUE

PLANING

MILL

THF. OLDEST MILL IN THE CITY.
When In need of sasli. door, frame,
etc. Screen work a xncciulty. 403
fcouth First mreet. Telephone 40.1.

"Big Four

5

The Niagara Falls
Route

to outfit tho

fastidious bar oomploto

When you want to buy, sell,
rent or exchange

EXCURSION

Michigan
Central

twrsttrr

TTMnree.

WOOL

SPECIAL

"Lahore"

Cbss. Vellnl,

O. Bacaacal,

Futrelle

with Raube and Mauger
Office, 115 North First St.
ALBUQUERQUE, N.. M.

fi.

Use

President
vie Presldeat.

W. E. MAUGEF

SO04sO000C00000

From

D. Kakln,

O. Olomi,

O'RTEXXiT CO.

1.

Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors opposite the Alvarado and next door to
Sturges" cafo. Is prepared
to give
thorough scalp treatment, do hair
dressing, treat corns, bunions and Ingrowing nails.
She gives massage
Mrs.
treatment and manicuring.
Bambini's own preparation of complexion cream builds up the skin and
Improves the complexion, and Is
guaranteed not to be injurious. She
also prepares a hair tonic that cures
and prevents dandruff and hair falling out, restores life to dead hair;
removes moles, warts and superfluous
hair. Massage treatment by vibrator
machines.
For any blemish of the
face, call and consult Mrs. Bambini.

PILLS
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The Cluirmlng

LOOK AT MY WINDOW
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Washington. D. C, July 24. The
following pensions have been granted to New Mexico veterans:
Perfecto Montoya. Santa Fe. $20
per month, from March 16, 11107.
Nicolas River. Santa. Fe, $20 per
month, from March 20, 1907.
Rube Wilson, Fort llnyard, $S per
month from December IS. 1906.
Edward V. Wachter, Raton, $17
per month, from April 6, 1907.
Mrs. Estefanu Iieacy, Springer, $8
per month, from June 27. 1902. No- tice there is quite an amount coming
to this woman
Cornelius Dennett, Silver City, $20
per month, from March 19. lilo'
per
$12
Orin S. Brown, Perea,
month, from February i7, 19ii7.
Heiswenjrer.
City,
$15
Chas.
Silver
eT month, from March 9, lsili
Frank J. Itush, Alamogordo, '$20
per month, from Feb. 26. 1907.
Lyman F. Itarlow, Fort Hayard
$6 per month from Feb. 16, 1907.
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FOR PRICES

SOLD BY

10

MOTH

:

WEAK KIONEYS Try
For BACKACHE
OaWItt't Kidnt; tnd Bladder Pills
Sure ind

PENSIONS GRANTED

Is

whole story.

ROUtB

"AMERICA'S GREATEST
RAILWAY SYSTEM"

vt

BOSTON OLD HOME WEEK, July 25.

From CllirUiO or ST. IX)UIS oNK FARI
ROl'NI TU1I. A tirand "OI.I llOMI". W
loiniiiciiiiug JILV
Reunion. Seven Days of Fuhllo 1 VsUvitlcs,
UKth.
Bav: tJrcntcr Boston Buy; New Kng-liiFounders' Buy; Patriots
Ony; Women's- Bay: Military Bay. DurIhiv; MasNieluiM-tt- s
ing these seven Day Historic. BOSTON' will be "AT HOMF." to all
lier Sons and Dnuglitcrs, wherever residing.
BOSTON AND RETURN, July 13, 22, 23. August 6,
10, 20, 24; Sept. IO, 14. 24, 28.
i:i-:iv-

u

Deafnsa Cannot Be Cured
s they cannot
r.'ach the dmeaaed portion of the ear.
there Is only one way to cure deafness,
and that la by constitutional remedies.
Deafness Is caused by an Inflamed conditio of the mucous lining of the
Tube. Whin this tube la Inflamed you have a rumbling auund or lmper-fic- t
hearing, and whin It la entirely
closed, Ueufnesa Is the result, end
the Inflammation can be taken out
and this tube restored to Ita normal condition, hearing will bn destroyed forever:
nine caaa out ot ten are caused by
Tako a Postmaster's Word for It.
which Is nothing but an Inrtam-e- d
Mr. M. F. Hia.'.jn, custmaster o Catarrh,
condition of the mucous aurfacea.
Cherryvale, Ind., keeps also a S'.ock
We will slve One Hundred Dollars for
of general merchandise and patent any case of Deafness (caused by catarrh)
medicines. He says: "Chamberlain's that canmit he cured by Halls Catarrh
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea RemCure. Send for circulars free.
F. J. CltK.MiV a CO., Hropa.,
edy Is standard here In Its .inc. It
Toledo, Ohio.
never falls to give satisfaction and
Cold by all Dngglste. 75c.
we could hardly afford to be withTake Halls family i'illa for
out It." For sa'.e Ly all druggist.
by local applications,

1'are from St. Louis, $27.00
ENGLAND RESORTS July 13. 22, 23; Aug. c,
10. 20, 24; Sept. 10. 14. 24, 2S.

Tare from Chicago, $24.00

NEW

un-If-

From Chicago or St. Louis, One Fare Plus

$2.00 for the

CANADIAN RESORTS, Daily Until Sept.

Round

Trip

30. '07

J2.C0 for the Round Trip
from nny Ticket Agent or the

From Chicago or St. Louis, One Fare Plus

Full I'urtU'iilars may lie ohtuluctl

5

NEW YORK CENTRAL LINES
WARRF.X

J. I.YXCH, I'asMiiger Trallic ManuRcr, CHICAGO.
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If You Want A

3
27.
plus $2.00 for the
CYlchrotloii anil
2C.
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fJcn't Count the Cost

You

when eating; our pies, c:ikes and
pastry, for It's small In comparison
with the satisfaction you gain. The
day you start using; the products of
our bakery will be a red letter one
on your calendar.
Mark It up this
day.

PIONEER BAKERY
207 South

First Street

Give us your ROUGH DRY work
and get It back Wednesday
Imperial Laundry Co.
Monday,

Plumber
Telephone No. 61
The Standard
Our work is as our name
implies, and our charges are
right.
Standard Plumbing & Heating Co

Wednesday,

n.r

si,

J.

If
i
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H
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m
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Guaranteed
Under the

,J

C.

BALDRIDGE

DEALER IN NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER

Why We Call It

8HERWIN-WILLIAM-

Cover,

PAINT

3

more,

Eecauso wo go to Bohemia every year and personally select our upily of Hops from tho Best Hop Inducing
And because
Districts of that little country, which grows tho finest quality of Hops in all tho world.

'f

Phone

ELSEWHERE)

Stand by Their FavoraiQ Boot9
and

Health

Stimulates tho Heart and lirain ;
Good Cheer;
AYithout Excess and no Headache in tho Morning.

Moans

LIQUOR

CONSOLIDATED

Bottled Only

COMPLAINTS!

ARE MADE OF
DROUTH

V

Weather Conditions Past WeeK
In Territory Were
Favorable.
Santa Fe, X. M.. July 24. The
weather bureau has issued the following weekly report:
The weather of the past week was
characterized by normal temperature,
with partly cloudy afternoons
and
nights and frequent local thunderstorms. On the whole the most favorable weather conditions prevailed
over the territory In general, although
there are some localities, particularly
in the west and the extreme southwest, where the showers were very
light and Insufficient.
Over the
mountains and the central plains the
showers were more frequent
than
elsewhere, and In several localities
amounted to more than an inch of
rainfall In 24 hours, iteports indicate that the serious drouth in the
extreme northeast has been thorough,
ly relieved. The rainfall was much
less, comparatively.
throughout the
southern grazing counties, but there
is no complaint of drouth except in
few scattered localities of this sec- tlon. In general the How of streams
and rivers has decreased considerably, but the supply of irrigation
water appears to be normal for the
' season.
The following notes, selected from
the reports received this week, will
give the conditions more in detail:
Abbert. I'nion Co. II. M. Hanson
The rainfall Is still insufficient for the
needs of vegetation.
Showers have
occurred nearly every afternoon in
this vicinity but the amount of rain
is small and the distribution was very
Irregular.
The highest temperature
was !6 on the 15th; lowest, 6 on the
Kith; rainfall, 0.86 inch.
Albuquerque,
Bernalillo Co. Pitt
Ross The days have been warm,
with partly cloudy afternoons, espec
ially toward the close of the week
There was a trace of rain on the
ISth, with goofl showers oft to the
south; another shower on the ltftli,
with apparently good showers to the
east and south. A good rain began
.unuay tzisi) evening. ana con
tinues at the time of this report.
Total rain to 7 p. m. Sunday, 0.24
inch.
liloomfleld, San Juan
Co. Fred
Le4'lerc The weather
was cloudy
aim tnreatening, with light showers,
during the Hist of the week; during the latter part the days have
been clear, with cool nights. The
rlvi-Is falling. The highest temperature was U5; lowest, 45; rain 0.13
Inch.
Cumbray. Luna Co. F. S. Chase
The weather has been rather cloudy,
with several good showers. The high,
est temperature was !S; lowest, 64;
lain, tl.60 inch.
e
Carlsbad. Eddy Co. Raymond
There have been three partly
cloudy days during the wek,
with
to
ihree good showers amounting
1.0N
Inches of rain. The highest
temperature was 1U0 on the 15lh;
lowest, 51.
Casa Salazar, Sandoval Co. Isidoro
Mora The weather has been very
warm and dry during the week.
Charaa, Rio Arriba Co. Geo. Huth
The weather
has been
partly
cloudy, with several good showers.
The highest temperature was bl;
lowest. 4; rain, U.7 inch.
Clouderoft, Otero. Co. Jack
The weather has been very
1'leasant, with even temperature and
heavy showers. The highest temperature was 73; lowest,
42; rain,
2.27 inches.
Dulce. Jtlo Arriba Co. F. E. James
Partly cloudy weather has prevailed during the week, with two good
showers. The highest
temperature
was Sto on the lsth; lowest, 38 on
the 17th; rainfall, 0.63 Inch.
Kllzabethtown, Colfax Co. J. E.
Carrlngton The weather has be-warm and dry, and rain is badly
needed. The highest
temperature
was Mi; lowest, 3s.
El Paso, Texas V. S. Weather
P.ureau. The das have been cooler,
and partly cloudy with several light
showers.
The highest temperature
was 93; lowest, 67; rain, 0.13 inch.
INpanola. Rio Arriba Co. Frank
1). Mellrlde
4'ooler and partly cloudy
weather has prevailed, with three
good showers. The highest temperature was soi; lowest, 47; rain, o 6s
inch.
Foisom. 1'ni'Hi Co. Jackson Tabor
Another week of warm. equable
temperature, with a heavy thunderstorm during the night of the 16th
mi inches of rain.
th.it brought
It
s miewhat Hooded the town but no
damage
resulted.
articular
The
lain appears to have linen general,
and will be of the greatest benelll.
The h'thest temperature was So; low.
est. A; rain, l.su inches.
Fort I'ayard. t!ranl Co. Surgeon
In fharyt
The weather
has been
partly cloudy, with almost daily
showers. The highest temperature
was i2: lovcst, 5; rain, 0.45 inch.
Fort Stanton, Llucoln Co. J. E.

1

4

r

De-Pu-

Hol-list-

er

Rergman The weather
has been
partly cloudy, with light showers.
The highest temperature was 92;
lowest, 64; rain, 0.21 Inch.
Fort Wlngate, McKlnley Co. Post
Surgeon The weather has been generally clear, with light showers on
the 19th and 20th. The highest tem- Frisco, Socorro Co. J. K. Milligan
perature was 86; lowest, 5i; rain,
0.30 Inch.
Frisco, Socorro Co. J. R. Mll'lgan
The weather has been cloudy with
light rains, but entirely insufficient
for the needs of vegetation. The highest temperature was 86; lowest, 61;
rain. 0.38 Inch.
Uage, Luna Co. E. J. Tilley The
weather has been partly cloudy and
pleasant, with no rain. The highest
temperature was 101; lowest, 61.
5'en, Chaves Co. Mary M. Cooley
The weather
has been partly
cloudy, with good showers. The highest temperature was 87; lowest, 63;
rain, 1.36 Inches.
Ixike Valley, Sierra Co. Wm. P.
Keil The weather has been partly
cloudy during the week, with several
light showers.
The total rain was
0.18 inch.
Las Vegas, San Miguel Co. Dr.
William Curtlss Bailey There have
been heavy showers in the nearby
mountains during the past week, and
2.08 inches In the valley, supplying
all needs of moisture.
The days
cool.
The
have been delightfully
highest temperature was 91; lowest,
46.

"

COMPANY, Distributors,
mt ihm

Turner, for the past eleven
months agent for tho Southwestern
at Douglas, Aril., has tendered his
resignation. Mr. Turner's plans for
the future are not known. At the
Southwestern offices It was announced that he will be succeeded ly a
man from Houston, Texas, but tha
Identity of the new agent has not
been established.
1A.

Albuquerque.

BASE BALL

to

M.

WHERE T1IEV PLAY.
Amcrlcnn Imnhtiic.
Chicago at Philadelphia.
St. Iiuls at Washington.
Detroit at Boston.
Cleveland at New York.
HOW

THEY STAND.

National Ijonguc.

Whether or not Ranger Frank
Wheeler and a deputy sheriff from
Yuma county was Justified In the killing of Jim Kerrick and Lee iientley,
near Ajo, Ariz., some time ago, while
the latter were resisting arrest on a
horse stealing charge, is a question
that will be settled by Judge loan at
Sliver Hell on the thirtieth of this
month.

Chicago

With Tucson. Prescott, Humboldt
and (iloJe. Ariz., all tied for first
place 'everything ipnlnts to warm time
in the. baseball world in the near fu
ture. There Is only one position on
the baseball ladder of fame that
That
there is no contest for.
position Is the cellar cham
pionship, which I'hoerux has nailed
to the wall without a struggle.

Chicago
Cleveland
Detroit
Phlladolphia

I tad Burns Quickly Healed.
"I am so delighted with what
Chamberlains Salve has done for me
that I feel bound to write and tell
you so," says Mrs. Robert Mytton,
457 John St., Hamilton, Ontario. "My
little daughter had a bad burn on
her knee. I applied Chamberlain's
It
healed beautifully."
salve and
This salve allays the pain of a burn
most Instantly. It Is for sale by all
druggists.

Omaha

New

.

York

Pittsburg
Philadelphia
Brooklyn
Boston

Cincinnati
St. Louis

Won. Lost. Pet.
62
.738
22
49
31
.613
49
32
.605
45
34
.570
...39 46 .459
34
46
.425
33
60
.398
19
.216
69

American Ixwuc.

New York
St. Louis
Hoston

Washington

Won. Lost. Pet.
.631
52
31
33
50
.602
47
32
.695
45
35
.563
42
39
.482
34
.410
49
31
.388
49
.321
63
25

'

Monument, Eddy Co. J. M. Cook
The days have been partly cloudy,
with an inch of rain on the 16th.
iMountainalr, Torrance Co. Mrs. J.
two
W. Corbet t There have been
good showers during the week, and
the days have been partly cloudy.
The highest temperature was 91;
lowest, 61" 'alii,
inch.
Rincon
Dona Ana Co. W. A.
Foote The days have been part'y
cloudy and cooler, with several very
If you want anything on earth, you
can get it through the want columns
light show-jrs- .
The highest temperature was 97; lowtst, 65; rain, traea. of The Evening Citizen. We get reRociada, San Migued Co. John A. sults.
Ruduliph
The warm, showery weather during the past week has been
very favorable to vegetation.
The
highest temiperature was 81; lowest,
40; rain, 0.60 inch.
Rosedale, Socorro Co. XV. H. Martin Cooler, partly cloudy weather
with almost daily
has prevailed,
showers, but amounting to very litThe highest temperatle rainfall.
ture was 86; lowest, 54; rain, 0.05
inch.
Santa Fe, Santa Fe Co. U. S.
has
Weather Bureau The weather
been very pleasant, with cloudless
mornings but almost daily afternoon
thunder showers. The total rainfall
was light, amounting to 0.11 inch,
but in the nearby mountains the rains
were apparently much heavier. On
the whole the weather was very favorable. The highest temperature was
84 on the 19th; lowest, 50 on tha
16th.
Watrous, Mora Co. M. C. Xeed-hahave
The weather conditions
been most favorable during the past
week, with heavy local showers and
warm days. The highest temperature
was 86; lowest, 46; rain, 1.C3 inch.

Western Lcwrue.
Lincoln
Des Moines

Denver
Sioux

Pueblo

S67

Albuquerque
New Mexico

Good Fellowship

A. C. BILICKE

Brewmry In SU Loulm.

Montoya and commence the
publication of a weekly newspaper
there about August 1st.
It

S. Second St.

317-31- 9

A.B.C. St. Louis Bohemian, """""The American Brewing Co., St. Louis.

V

w.ar.

G.L Keppeler

.4?tf.sfl;i

Bohemians of the American
It promotes

4

best,

look.

the longest, moat economical; full measure.
BUILDING
PAPER Alway In .took.
Plaster, Lime, Cement.
Paint, Glass, Bash, Doors, Etc.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. AXUCQCERQCE, SEW BtKX.

I

1

(AND

NO

THKH.

0li&2a

FOOD AND
DRUGS ACT

Serial No. 6768.

f AGO

1&07.

City

Won. Lost. Tct.
36
55
.604
50
38
.568
39
44
.530
42
40
.488
.402
62
35
32
49
.395

YESTERDAY'S GAMES.
National League.
R. H. E.
At Boston:
6
6 2
Boston
2
7
3
Pittsburg
Batteries Flaherty and Xeedham;
Willis and Gibson.
R. H. E.
At Brooklyn:
0 6 0
Cincinnati ..
7
2
1
Brooklyn

Batteries Welmer and Schlel;
and Berger.
R. H. E.
At Xew York
0 6 0
Chicago
1
5 1
Xew York
Batteries Brown and Kllng; Amei
and Bresnahau.

S. MITCHEXIj Invite their friend, to make
New Mexico headquarter, at
-

and JOHN

The Hollenbeck Hotel
Los Angeles,
California

Mc-Inty- re

Tour friendship and patronage I. appreciated. Courtesy and
attention to guests Is a pleasure ts us. Hollenbeck Hotel and Cafe
better than ever. Location convenient and desirable.
Depot and beach Una cars stop at th. Hollenbeck door.
?omomoeo9omcmo909omomom3moomom3momomomomo9(

American Ioagtie.
R. II. E.
At Cleveland:
0
5
3
Cleveland
2
1
2
Washington
Clarkson ana Clarice; cmomomcymomcmouomQoeomomQ
Batteries
Smith and Heydon.
Western League.
R. H. E.
At Denver:
6
3 10
Denver
6
7
4
Omaha
Adams and Zalusky;
Batteries
Hall and Gondlng.
R. II. E.
At Sioux City:
1
6 13
Sioux City
y 10
0
Lincoln
Shee-haEngle
Smith,
and
Batteries
StlmmvH, Cicotte and Sulivun.
R. H. E.
At Pueblo:
8 10
0
Pueblo
7
1
0
Des Moines
Batteries Jackson and Drill; Miller and Yeager.

Albuquerque

Foundry and
m.

9

f.

MALI.,

Machine Works

Proprietor

Iron and Bras. Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Car.: Shaft
Inge, Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Column, aad Irom
Front, for Buildings.
nopmlrm oh Mining and mill Mmohlnory m Bpoolmltr
Foundry east side of railroad track.
AJbuquerqua. N. M.

n;

THE

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

American Association.
lAt Kansas City:
First game, Kansas City 3; Toledo 2. Second game,
Kansas City 8; Toledo 4.
At Minneapolis: Minneapolis 4; Indianapolis 3.
First game, MilAt Milwaukee:
waukee 4; Louisville 2. Second game,
Milwaukee 3; Louisville 3. Ten Innings; culled on account of darkness.
At St. Paul: St. Paul 4; Columbus 6.
Try a Leggett & Piatt, patented
steel spring, and you will want no
other; every one guaranteed 10 years;
no sag, always comfortable. We will
give you one on 30 days' approval,
what more can you ask. and will
take your old spring In part payment,
telephone 376. Sold only by the
Furniture Co., west end
Fu-trel- le

Albuquerque Lumber Co.

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rax Flintkola Roofing

Albuquerque, New Mexico

First and Marquette

The St. Elmo
BARNETT,

Prop'r.

West Railroad

Arenue

JOSEPH

I

120

Finest Whiskies

'

Wines, Brandies. Etc.

a

BAMRLte AND
CLUB BOOMB

1

aw

Sit Up, You Rooters

Ho, You Fans!

"

m

Territorial

NEW MEXICO'S

Twenty-Sevent- h

Topics

Annual Territorial
rair Association
o.

sssassa

Estancia Is making big preparations for her fair from Oct. 1 to 4.

October 7th to 12th Inclusive

There will be a big picnic at Man-zanX. M., Saturday and Sunday of
this week.
u,

Iee Anderson, an employe at the
Rock Island round house at Tucum-car- l,
X. M., fell into a pit of boiling
water Monday and was serlous'y
scalded.
Wide interest lias been attracted
the reported sale of the Gibson
mine on Pino Creek, near Globe,
Ariz., and there has been much speculation as to the Identity of the purchasers who, as yet, refuse to make
themselves known.
by

a.

Albuquerque, New Mexico

The Best Baseball in the Whole Wide West

Circulars have been mailed to all
the principal points In the territory
by the sheriff's office, describing J.
H. Frye, wanted for the theft of a
horse from W. D. Haker, proprietor
of the Fashion Stablus, In Prescott,
Ariz., on the morning of July 17.

First Prize
Second Prize
Third Prize

The juries in the cases against
Pert Gemehle and William Tate of
Risbee, Ariz., for murder, having returned verdicts of not guilty, both
men were released from custody at
Tombstone. In the case against
Geinehle the court directed the Jury
to bring In a verdict of acquittal.

-

$900
$500
$200

Fast Clubs and Close Contests to Decide the Championship of the
Southwest. What More Do You Want?

Floyd, of Ea.s Vegas,
has received news of the death of
Elmer C. Bowser, which occurred at
ttslikosli. He was killed by coming
into contact Willi a live wire, while
at work wiring a building. He
resided in Ijis Vegas where hi
was employed by an electrical
Miss Bessie

for-mer- ly

com-pan-

y.

HALF FARE RAILROAD RATES

1

years ago
V. C. Hawkins.
two
publisher of the Times at Portales,
County
and laier publisher
Roosevelt
of a paper at Texlmo. Oklahoma, has
a resident
concluded again to
of New Mexico, and will move to
Montoya. a town on the, Chic.igt,
R'n-island & Pacific Railroad in
eastern Quay county, where he has
purchased two town lots upon which
he will erect a building. He his
purchased a printing outfit, will move

sg

J. A. WEINMAN

JAY A. HUBBS

President

Manager

3ti

ROY STAMM
Secretarv

pa(t3

mr

n

rora,
i n

ALBUQUERQUE

ri

EVENING

CITIZEN.

SEE E. O. PRICE.
My name Is rrle E. O. Price. I am here to stay. I like the town and
I like the people. The climate is the seme of anything and everything desirable. I have established the E. O. Price Real Estate Agency. My office
is 211 South Second street bear that number In mind, 212 South Second
Street If you have anything In my line to sell seei E. O. Trice. I will sell
It for you. If you have anything to rent see E. O. Price. I will rent It for
you. My bread and butter depends upon giving you good and prompt service. Call and see me and lets get acquainted.
O. PRICE.
SEE

The ALBUQUERQUE
EVENING CITIZEN

WEDNESDAY.

Only Thing For a Picnic

Ii

THE CUB'S

WILLIAM F. BROGAN

W. S. STRICKLER

EDITOR

MANAGING

PRESIDENT

Tb

BEST ADVERTISING MEDIUM IN THE SOUTHWEST.
LEADING REPUBLICAN TAPER IN NEW MEXICO.
BOOSTING ALBUQUERQUE AND THE SOUTHWEST.
RErUBLICAX PRINCIPLES AND THE "SQUARE DEAL."
ASSOCIATED

PRESS REPORT AND AUXILIARY NEWS SERVICE.

HOT SLOP FROM THE PECOS.
(Courtesy Morning Journal.)

Then Ho Finally Admits It?
Don't it seem, a little strange that
the regnant machine should continue
to fight a "dead one." Koswell Kec-ord.

O

inauguration of Curry
from Santa Fe are to the effect that the Inauguration of
wild be brilliant affair and attended by representative
people from all over New Mexico.
That the city of Albuquerque the metropolis of New Mexico will send
a lor fe and representative delegation of people. Is now assured.
A numbtr of lending republican have arranged for additional cars and
a low railroad rate to Santa Fe. These cars will be detached from a regular train at Lamy and will be sent over the little branch line to Santa Fe
The cars will be Pullwith a special engine so that hre will be no deilay.
mans and ithey will be clean and comfortable.
The American Lumber Company band has also been secured to accompany the delegation.
The Territorial Fair association will also send one or more representatives to attend the Inauguration and incidentally to boost for the big fair.
fThe Citizen already has quite a list of names of those who desire to attend the inauguration and the list Is growing.
Those who contemplate going should notify either this office, W. B.
Chllders or W, S. Strickler as soon as possible, since hotel accommodations
iftt Santa, Fe as well as railroad rates and accommodations must be arranged
lor in advance.
The Albuquerque delegation will find arrangeimnts as nearly perfect as
to and from the Capital City can
It Is possible to make them and the-tribe made wHh a minimum of dlscomforture.
Following the Inauguration In the hall of representatives In the morning,
a brilliant reception and ball will be held In the evening. August 1. at the
Palace hotel at Santa Fe.
Accommodations will be arranged for those who desire to remain for
the reception and ball.
Albuquerque should be well represented at the governor's Inauguration
not only by republicans but by her business men and citizens generally.
The occasion Is not one of politics although George Curry Is a republican
of the Roosevelt type and will carry out Roosevelt policies.
He should be made to feel however, that Albuquerque Is as willing as
the balance of New Mexico to unite with him for a clean and decent territorial government and that she welcomes his return to New Mexico as
heartily as any other portion of the Sunshine Territory.
Advice

ernor George Curry

Fudge, More Fudge!
Tn mnv thtit fiitvornrir II a ffortnn n
was too conscientious for success in
"New Mexico politics" does not Justify
nor excuse jiitr muuimi eis v no creui- ed the conditions against which he
had to fight. Roswell Record.

a

Then He Was SiipHrtcd by Democrats?
Pon't forget that the new governor
Is a democrat.
This may prove a
worse menace to the old republican
machine than having a republican
governor supported toy democrats.
Iloswell Record.

0

How Old is Ann?
(This should not be read until afeating
ter
a lobster salad, turning
the lights low and Instructing the orchestra to play touching, tremulous
music.)
Drive the Hagermans out of New
Mexico If you can.
Yet the seed
sown by the Hagerman administration of territorial affairs has taken
rott, and the people of New Mexico
will continue the fight for decent government. Jtoswell Record.
Adios.

(The riunderbund in sad chorus.)
Farewell,
Prosperitee!
Goodbye.
Success!
Curry has opinions of
His own, we guess;
Land Otllce agents are
After you and me
Morning
Prosperitee!
Farrewell,
Journal.
Vamose- Sk idou.
Farewell,
Prosperitee!
Goodbye,
Kuecess!
Curry's got Bert, and us
A recent edition hurls
The Clovis News Is, ito say the least, optimistic.
In an awful mess;
the following gauntlet lnito the public arena of Roosevelt county: "We are
He's got some cans for us
forced to acknowledge the truth of the following statement from the pioneer
Its plain to see,
of
editor of the Texico Trumpet: If Clovis ever gets residents on one-tenFarwell Prosperitee!
population
be
would
plotted
on
lots
there
residence
market
the
and
the
enough there, so that every farmer In Roosevelt county and a part of Quay Now Don't Lose Your Temper
That
county could go Into market gardening and then not raise enough vegetables
Way.
to supply the city. The truth of the- above statement. Is In evidence, when (jpeclal Dispatch to the Morning
we say that the plotted land Is in Clovis and tlrat soon to be on the market
Journal.)
will cause the boundaries of Clovis to extend about three miles from Hip to
Santa Fe, N. M., July 23. Superintip but at the rate Clovis is building, we will soon fill In the space, and when tendent Marlon Littrell of the territorial penitentiary today announced
this becomes the home of at leaftt five hundred trainmen with their families, the
of Dr. David Knapo
The only to beappointment
R is eafe to bet that a few more additions will go on the market.
physician in place of Dr.
thing we regret Is that our boundaries may extend to Texico and then we James prison
A. Massie.
Knapp Is the man
would have to take the suburban car to go there."
who held the position under Bursum
and whose testimony was largely used
Investiga"The Morning Journal takes pleasure in copying, with Its unqualified In the making Trelford
tion in
the (ladings against
endorsement, the fallowing compliment paid by the Uoswell Record to a Trelford.
nan who had fully earned it and this we do not only as a matter of jusThe reign of humanity at the territice to an efficient officer, but also as a hint to the management of our ter- torial prison la now conceded to be in
spent
Is
money
pays
ever
which
a
return
than
No
that
fair.
better
ritorial
full Mast.
Is this Just
In taking care of the newspaper fellows." Morning Journal.
0
another little hint to the papa of the late boy executive that It Is time to But You Said Bursa in Owned Us,
pay the press agent?
141 st Tliuo?
(From the Morning Journal.)
"ALL THOSE who wish to welPresident HU1 of the Great Northern railroad declares that the only come
Curry please
their names
solution for the car shortage problem in the northwest is to raise freight rates to me or my bank orsend
my newspaper."
on lumber.
President Hill's suggestion also discloses the- proper solution
Little Wlllard.
tor another problem which has been agitating the lumber trust.
It affords
an excuse for another Increase in the price of lumber, though H was believed TEXAS IS A ITER
THREAD TRUST NOW.
The beef trust might look to
that the limit hod already been reached.
Austin, Texas, July 23. Attorney
"Uncle Jim" for the discovery of a scheme to boost meat prices still higher.
General Davidson announced today
that he Is investigating the thread
Marion Littrell is being severely condemned because he has not strung trust. It is said that the concern is
up convict Meyers for 17 days, slapped and beaten him and then placed him operating In Texas in violation of the
anti-trulaws. As soon as sufticlent
In a dark cell on bread and water for stabbing another convict. So thoughtevljlence is obtained upon which to
less of the new superintendent.
bane a prosecution,
suit for large
penalties will be filed against tha
causing
grent
inspection"
Is
a
deal of trouble in and thread manufacturers.
"Government by
Their agents
There are a good many clouds in in Texas will be prosecuted criminalabout the capital city of New Mexico.
anti-tru- st
ly
new
under
the
up
laws.
way
now,
Mornsky,
and some of them are quite ominous.
Just
that
the
The price of thread In Texas has gone
ing Journal.
Cut those silver linings.
up from twenty-flv- e
cents to thirty-fiv- e
cents for six spools, recently.
It Is very pleasant to learn that the international theater trust is
to benefit art in this country- - It is only to be hoped that It will not
WHAT THE KIDNEYS DO.
be as great a godsend as the Standard Oil Company.
Their Unceasing Work Keeps Us
Strong and Healthy.
Hau has been convicted of murdering his mother-in-laand is under
All the blood In the body passes
death sentence, yet there Is many a man who will recall Hau with secret through
the kidneys once every three
admiration long after Hau has been executed.
minutes. The kidneys filter the blood.
They work night and day. When
It is to be hoped that one of the first things the new governor does, healthy they remove about 500 grains
Is to look over the records of some of the late reform office holders
of Impure
matter dally, when unthe Bureau of Immigration.
healthy some part of this impure matter is left In the blood. This brtnfs
It is naturally bitter medicine for the morning paper that the new gov- on many diseases and symptoms-p- ain
In the back, headache, nervousernor. Curry. has not as yet announced himself as in favor of Macpherson
ness, hot, dry skin, rheumatism, gout,
reform but it can not be helped.
gravel, disorders of the eyesight and
Irregular
heart,
A example of the Orlentlal trait of adhering to formula, the Japs went heating, dizziness.
to the unnecessary trouble of promulgating a rumor before they had the debility, drowsines, dropsy, deposits
in the urine, etc. But if you keep the
king of Korea resign.
filters right you will have no trouble
with your kidneys.
Attorney General George W. Prichard's reputation appears to be worryJ. W. Wfcir, living at 718 Eleventh
ing the morning paper considerably these davs.
Maybe after all It Is worth street, Albuquerque, N. M., says:
"I
150,000.
had trouble off and on with my back
for a long time. For two years I
It is hardly to be expected that railway officials will be interested In that could not straighten after stooping
Michigan device which absolutely guarantees to prevent accidents.
It would without help. As long as I would recoat money.
main in an erect position I experienced no difficulty of any kind but the
The Hague peace conference has as yet cut no wide swath toward the least strain or tension brought on to
establishment of Tennyson's Parliament of Man and Federation of the World. the muscles of the loins, caused me to
suffer severely. I tried different rem
edies, but no relief of any kind was
You hear as usual that harvest hands are wanted In Kansas.
Did It
obtained until about two years ago I
ever occur to you that other states want harvest hands also?
chanced to learn of Doan't Kidney
Pills, procured a box and began using
What the small merchants of the west are trlng to say Is that Chicago them. The result was a complete and
has added the mail order list to the catalog of crimes.
permanent cure and on which has
been permanent up to the present
Mrs. Fairbanks denies that the vice president is especially fond of
time. I feel more than Justified In
say
vouching
but not a word does she
for the value of Doan's Kidabout cocktails.
ney Pills and on unnumerable occa
"Fighting Bob" Evans has quite a reputation as a snlpeshooter, but his sions I have strongly advised their
ubb to those suffering with backache
preference U for larger gam.
or kidney trouble."
For sale by all dealers Price 60c
Soon they'll have reduced railroad fare in all but the states where the
n
Co., Buffalo, N. Y..
are
apart.
Stations
fartnest
sold agents for the United States.
Remember the name Doan s ana
And the Roswell Record peacefully slumbers on.
15
take no other.
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Hawkeye Refrigerator Basket

5

ABOUT TOWN

CORNER

But Curry Says He Is a Republican?
Another thing that worries the old
republican machine Is the fear that
Captain Curry, being a democrat and
a man who cannot t)e controlled by
Frost, Hursum, Andrews and Llewellyn, will tana a notion to run thlngi
his own way, and further that he will
be backed In this by President Koose-vel- t.
Koswell Record.

FIXKT.V EQUIPPED JOB DEPARTMENT.

1M7.

14.

ft

PUBLISHED DAILY AND WEEKLY

By The Citizen Publishing Co.

JIXY

The Elks' lodge will meet tonight
at 8 o'clock. AH members are urged
to be present.
W. O. Clark, of El Pnso, arrived
In this city this morning to accept
a position with a drug company.
A baby daughter has born to Mr.
and Mrs. U. J. Mace last night at
their home, 211 South High street.
J. B. Koch, sales manager for the
American Iumber company, has returned from a two weeks' business
trip In Old Mexico.
W. N. McOuggln. of the Albuquerque Water Supply company, returned
yesterday from Denver, where he has
been visiting relatives.
The box factory at the American
Lumber company plant was closed
down yesterday on account of one of
the large belts breaking.
John Milne, formerly time keeper
fur the American Lumber company,
will leave for the Pecos river tomorrow morning on a vacation.
David L. Stewart, a local mall carrier, who secured a leave of absence
which took effect Monday, expects to
leave this week tor the north.
A. B. Loken, time keeper for the
American Lumber company, left yesterday for his home. Duluth, Minn.,
where he will spend his vacation.
The Ladles Aid society of the Flrt
M. K. church will meet in the church
parlors tomorrow
afternoon
at 3
o'clock. Strangers cordially welcome.
George K. Neher, Henry Wester-fiel- d
and A. A. Abbott and families
will return from a fishing trip in the
Jemcz country the latter part of this
week.
AUbert Soell,

a former employe of
the Armour Packing company, has
accepted a position with the Southwestern Brewery and Ioe company, of
this city.
A called meeting of the ladles of
the O. A. R. will be held at 10
o'clock tomorrow .morning
at the
home of Mrs. Caldwell, 217 West
Silver avenue.
John Dnggan, an undertaker of
Chicago, 111., is In the city visiting
his wife, who brought her brother
here recently for treatment at St.
Joseph's hospital.
A cement sidewalk Is being constructed on West Lead avenue from
Second street to the alley, to replace
the plank walk that has been in use
there for years.
Dr. C. H. Strange, an Inspector for
the bureau of animal industry, is in
the city today conferring with Chief
Inspector Imes of the department of
Arizona and New Mexico.
Z.
3. Mace, building contractor,
has signed a contract to erect a
oom
house with all modern conveniences at the corner of Eleventh
street and Roma avenue for William
Grimmer.
The attachment case of William
Rllie vs. Robert Simms brought before the justice of the peace in
yesterday, was continued until
August 5. T. O. Mason appeared for
the defendant.
'J. D. Dunlop Is in the city today
on route to .Kansas Ulty with 2.100
spring lambs for the Knollen Sheep
om mission company.
The stock Is
from the Cole Campbell ranch near
Ash Fork, Ariz.
Telexfor Jaramlllo. an omnlove of
the Southwestern brewerv. was ar
raigned before Acting Police Judge
.vtccieilan this morning on a charire
of disturbing the peace. He pleaded
guilty and was lined $5.
A party of sixteen of the emnloves
of the S. U. Rosonwald store drove
to Alameda In a tallyho, where thev
attended a wedding at the home of
A. Sandoval M unlay evening. They
were entertained royally.
Word has been received bv local
friends that George T. Blanford, formerly of this city, has been appointed
general agent for the Mutual Benefit
Life Insurance company in Arizona
with headquarters In Tucson.
The Albuquerque branch of the
civil service commission.
convened
this morning for the purpose of ex
amining applicants who desire to fln
the staff of the bureau of animal in
dustry as veterinary inspectors.
E. Maharam, clothier at 616 West
Central avenue, has recently concluded Improvements in his store, whereby the capacity of the room is almost
doubled. Mr. Maharam contemplates
an extended eastern trip within a few
days for the purpose of laying In fall
and winter goods.
iMIchael Perea. a lad residing at
211 East Gold avenue, sustained a
painful Injury to his right arm lavt
evening. The youngster was riding a
bicycle west on Central avenue when
he suffered a bad fall.
Bystanders
picked him up and he was able to
ride to his home unassisted.
J. Boss, the inventor of a patent
brick burning process, Is In the city
conferring
with
the Albuquerque
Pressed Hrick and Tile company. The
local brick company is, seriously considering the matter of installing Mr.
Boss' system, which Is thought to be
admirably suited to conditions here.
A suit was filed in the district court
yesterday by the Consolidated Liquor
comiany against Antonio Salazar for
money alleged to be due on accoun'.
E. W. Dobson appears as attorney
for the plaintiff. Another suit was
filed by the same company against
Mirabal & Flore for the collection
of an alleged debt.
J. A. Hammond, an employe of
the HuMi'a laundry, who left here
last week to visit h'9 dying mother
at her home In Jonesboro, Ark., arrived there too late to see her alive,
as she died Just a few hours before
Mr.
her son
reached Jonesboro.
Hammond Is a well known member
of the Baptist church here and a
large circle of friends sympathize
with him in his present
seven-r-
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P1CKMCKEHS AND OTHEHSS ATTENTION.
Call at 1M W. t'entral Ave., an J
receive FR1CK a folding drinking cup
with the compliments of
C. II. CAR XIX THE It. It. AVE.
OITICIAV.
Eye Glasses and Spectacles.
The best remedy tor bachache,
weak kidneys, lnflamatlon
of the
bladder is DeWitt's Kidney and Bladder Pills. Their action Is prompt
and sore. A week's treatment for
J5e. Sold by J. H. O'RIelly & Co.
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Compartment for Ice Keeps
Temperature Down to 58
Degrees for 14 Hours. Indispensable to Those Who
Have Used It. :: :: :: ::
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McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.
Albuquerque. New Mex.
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MORE IS M. L. 5CHUTT
219 South

NEEDED
BIG

C. F. Allen

2nd Strut

Galvanized

Real Estate and Loans

FOR

cfTirr

Agent for

Travelers' Insurance Co.,
t

El

rttord. Conn.

Life and Accident,
The St r o n g e st Company

i

Cornices, Sky
Lights, Stock
and storage
Tanks, H o t
Air Furnaces,

Tin

Rooting,
Guttering, etc.

Writing Accident Insurance in the World.

Soliciting Committee After
Cash Which Is Necessary at Once.
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in the city. Proprietors
fair association needs J2.000 drivers
Sadie," the picnic wagon.
In cash additional
to the amount
now subscribed In order to carry' out
BA3IBROOK BROS.
Its plans for the biggest territorial
Tlione 508,

of

112 John Street

BAR OF COMMERCE
109

Call up 597
BAKERY LIXE
202

E.

R.R.Ave.

South First St. 'Phone 1036
Finest Liquors and Cigars.
Family Trade a Specialty

When in need of anything in the
French Bakery Co.

Jobbing

305 West Gold

Highland Livery

The-

Mir in the history of the southwest,
and the money must be forthcoming
Immediately if the fair is to be the
success it deserves to be. The solicit
ing committee is now at work and
prompt response is necessary.
As
the money is merely an investment
wnicn win bring value received in
additional patronage to the- mer
chants and additional prestige to the
city ami its property owners, there
seems to be little doubt that the
amount will, be subscribed at once.
It must be pledged within the next
two days.
As a short summary of what the
fair will be, the. following list of attractions, Including some of the most
famous historical and other exhibitions, is an example:
Hilt I 'air Attractions.
Horse Racing $8,000 appropriated. Includes four $1,000 stake races.
Rase Rail $1,750
appropriated,
for championship of the southwest.
Carnival Ilest obtainable.
Many
shows and free attractions day anil
night on ftreets of city.
Cavalry maneuvers. United States
regulars.
Indian dances, never before seen
off the reservation.
Broncho busting, expert cowboy
tillers.
Relay racing, five-micontests.
sports,
pony
Native
racing,
"Gallo" racing, native "Shlnney."
Captive balloon, hydrogen gas balloon "Albuquerque" will make dally
numerous passenger carrying ascensions. Aeronaut Jos. A.
Blomlln
will cut loose last day of fair and
endeavor to break record for long
(International) and
distance flight
win the "Aero" cup.
Automobile racing, amateurs only.
Historical pageant. including Coro-nad- o
and his bund;
Rock drilling contest, expert ,Sirt-gand double handed drilling.
Firemen's races, best ' volunteer
teams.
Trades display parade, a striking
comillustration of Albuquerque's
merce.
Live stock exhibit, horse, cattle,
sheep, dog and poultry shows.
Agricultural display, what the arid
southwest can show.
Baby show. Last year's was most
successful on record.
Montezuma Ball. The annual social event of the territory.
(oroi.ado Commemorative
The

General

Gtadt & Grannxni

le

We give special attention to FARM MACHINERY Alfalfa Mowers.
Wlieat Hinders, Rakes Hay lresses. Wind Mills. We carry high quality of
of machinery and tool. Write us for special cutalogue. J. KOHBEIl & CO..
Wholesale, Albuquerque, X. M

1
These Are

le

Commemo-ralt- s

Convention-Interstat- e.

first exploration of the southspeakers
Many prominent
present, representing
national and
state governments, the church,
the
army, historical societies,
patriotic
organizations,
associaeducational
'
tion, etc.
Many territorial conventions, sheep
and wool growers. Odd Fellows,
Knights
of Iy1hla, Red Men,
Ancient Order of United Workmen.
Funeral Directors and many others.
west.

Carriage
Buying
Days

Easy Terms

and
Low Prices

I

do don't pass us by. We don't urge you to buy an expensive vehicle
we have many good styles within the range of modest
Incomes.
Top Buggies, Runabouts, Stanhopes, Surreys and Spring Wagons of
all kinds. Don't stay away because you are not rich. Come and see
us.

Carriage Co.
L. Albuquerque
Corner First and TJeras Road.

OPERA COMPANY
CLOSES ENGAGEMENT
The farewell performance of the
Boston Ideal Comic Opera company's
cal engagement occurred last evening at the Casino, when , r.Sald
was rethe merry comic ojn-rapeated for the third time before a
large audience.
The comedy situations while portrayed excellently by the comedians,
and the. various musical numbers
which were sung splendidly Sunday
and Monday, were given last night
with a dah and vim, which strengthened the regard which the local theatergoers have for the comedy.
A. C. Burgess, the leading comedian; his brother, AV. H. Burgess; T.
W. Walters, the Juvenile man; Mr.
Moseley,
character juvenile; Byrl
Harrison, character comedian; Miss
Moore, leading woman; Miss
Winifred Crowdely, Ingenue, and Kit-ti- e
character woman, were
all encored and compelled to make
short curtain talks.
The company, with Its scenery and
accessories, left this morning at 12:2J
on No. 8 for Kl l'aso, where it will
open an engagement at the Alrdorne
the Manhattan
theater, succeeding
Musical Comedy company, which will
probably return to Albunuenjue for
a abort engagement.

Andrew Jackson Chair
The historical "Old Hickory" Chair.

l'a-sha- ,"

1U'
TALK.
Kveryliody buys lugs. But do you

buy a seumlts?
DlilU Company.

Futtelle Furniture

Light, comf 01 table, durable
and especially adapted to hard
service.

Pflce .

. .

Rocker

toimMtch

$2 75
3.25

....

Come and see our line of
OLD HICKORY FURNITURE

ALBERT FABER'S
308-31- 0

W. Central Avenue

. . Staab Building
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ALBUQUERQUE
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Are You Getting
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Call up

SPORT SAYS
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72 and order

Aeronaut Will Make Long Dis
tance Flight at Territorial Fair.

Delivered on Ice,
Always Good

TRY IT
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Bold Only
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Meals
MARKETS

Market letters received by F. J.
Graf & Co., brokers, room 37 Barnett
building, Albuquerque, N. M., over
their own private wires.
New York Stocks,
October cotton
$11.81
American Sugar
122
Amalgamated Copper
93 H
S6
American Smelters ...
94
Atchison com
43
American Car Foundry
Anaconda
68V4
S8S
Baltimore and Ohio
Brooklyn Rapid Transit
67
V4
177
Canadian Pacific
32 H
Colorado Fuel
25 4
Erie com
114 7s
loutville and Nashville
76
Missouri Pacific
New York Central
114
Pennsylvania
123
Heading com
105
217n
Hock Island
90
Southern Pacific
;
St. Paul
135
20 4
Southern Railway
Union Pacific
.'...146
U. S, S
36i
U. S. S. pfd
100
16
Oreene Cananea
17
Shannon
Calumet and Arizona
17
4 4
Old Dominion
Copper Range
81
3V4
Copper
SantiiFe
83
North Butte
6
Helvetia
Summary of Conditions.
Xw York, July 24. Conflicting
crop reports from northwest,
but
some improvement noted.
Fair demand for stocks in loan
crowd.
Consumptive demand for copper
continues light.
August Interest and dividend dis
bursements total $75,000,000.
Thirty-eigroads for second week
of July show average gross increase
per
11.16
cent.
of
Twelve industrials declined. 13 per
cent.
Twenty active railroads declined.
'23 per cent,
a.
London genrral market firmer,
but consols heavy.
Missouri Kansas and Texas surplus
after preferred dividend equal U 5 V
on the common.
figures for Southern
Estimated
Railway fiscal year show preferred
only about
dividend
earned.
Chlraco Livestock.
Chicago, July 24. Ciuttlw receipts
19.000. Market steady. Reeves $4.65
heifers
$1.50fi 5.25:
ffi'7.35: cows
$2.40ft'5.40: calves r.60ii 7.25; good
Ao prime steers $5.7507.35; poor to
and
medium $4.65 ft 5.50; etockers
feeders $2.805.00.
receipts 14.000. Market
Sheep
strong. Western $4.00 $6.00; year,
lambs
lings $6.10(i)6.75;
$5.85t
7.50; western $5.76(fi' 7.60.
Kansas Cltv Market.
Kansas Cltv. July 24. tattle re
steady
to
Market
celnts 11.000.
cows
3.75;
25
southern cows $2.
and heirers I2.25W4.B5: Blockers ana
feeders $3.25 'n 5.25 : bulls $2.75W

...

ht
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ds
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Rflffi K fl' ws-tfed
r.nlvwi
stner $4.00'f) 5.75; western fed cows
A

P.

il

$5.25. ft 6.00 ; lamtn
Muttons
6.00; fed ewes $ 4.75 (fj 5.50.
Produce MarVef.
24.
Chicago, July
Closing quota
tions:
Sept. 92 H.
Wheat July
July 53 i; Sept. 53
Corn
Sept.
oats Julv
$16.60.
Pork July $16.40;
Lard July $9.12; Sept. $9.27.
Sept.
$8.80U'
Ribs July $8.65;

uteadv..
.

M

1

90:
43;

t.

1.

38.

8.82.

Melal Market.
dull
New York. July 24.
$5.1015.15; copper dull 21&22; sil
ver 6S7ic.
MoneT

Market
2 4.
Money

York. July
call easier, 1 (i 2
mercantile paper 5
New

on

per cent; prime
ti 6 per cent.

St. LouU Woo! Market.
St. Louis, July 24. Wool steady;
unchanged.
SiM'lter Market.
St. Louis, July 24. Spelter weak
$5.85.

'
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Kndol will nourish and strengthen
your digestive organs and furnlBh the
natural digestive Juices for your
fiomacn. it win you you Sold by
eat.
dol digests what
J. H. O Rielly ft Co.

In

naturally

suppose

a balloon would get

yet such Is not the case." continued Mr. Hlondin,
"The man in
the balloon feels no dizziness whatever. llzziness Is due' to the sense
altitude. Put an, aeronaut on the
tf
top of a sky scraper and he is Just
as liable to dizziness as anybody for,
bv reason of surrounding objects, he
feels his connection with the earth.
The man In the balloon does not
hive this feeling and the world
him does not appeal to his
sense of proportion. It looks like a
plan or chart to him and in no WTay
affects his nerves.
Moreover
the
balloonist would never have any
true Idea of the weight to which he
soars were It not for his barometer.
Were It not for his guide rope which
trails down from his balloon at a
length of 300 feet he would constantly be In danger of getting too
near the earth and not realize it.
Even the dense of motion is lost In
a balloon. One feels that the balloon
Is stationary' and only the
clouds
move.
In fact, sensation
of any
kind Is lacking while high in the air.
Kqtilpmrnt Simple.
"Time passes swiftly to the aeronaut In flight because not for one
moment may he relax his attention
frcm his instruments or neglect the
npparatus.
manipulating
At the
height the ordinary
balloon rises
there is no difficulty of breathing
experienced.
"My equipment for a balloon (light
Is very simple. I carry a registering
barometer, and to verify the readings of this Instrument, a registering
thermometer, a compass and a
an Instrument which advises
the aeronaut whether the balloon Is
ascending or descending.
Besides
the lustrum tits I carry sand ballast
and provisions.
"Naturally
no sane
balloonist
would strike a match while in the
air under a gas balloon. If he were
so foolhardy something tragic would
be vpry likely to happen. For light
at night with which to consult his
scientific Instruments
he carries a
small electric bulb light such as the
burglar includes In his
working outfit.
Wonderful Views.
"The aeronaut is permitted to behold beauties of nature which It is
given but few to see. He sails under a storm, or preferably over It
and views the' lightning flash at close
quarters; he hears the thunder roar
all about him and has the the opportunity of getting as close to the
natural phenonena of the heavens
as It is possible to get. A few aeronauts "ave.been privileged to witness
one of the most beautiful and wonin
derful phenomena
the whole
realm of nature. This Is a condition
n
atmosphere
in wtilch the
of the
is enveloped in an aureole of
prismatic light. I have never seen
this myself, but It is one of my fondest hopes to some day have the
chance.
"Every change In the temperature
and atmosphere has Its effect on the
Upon emerging from
a
balloon.
cloud Into the sunshine the balloon
will shoot up; upon encountering a
cold wave of air or passing In the
shadow of a cloud it drops. Yet
these motions are not felt to any
great degree by the aeronaut.
He
can only ascertain the actions of the
balloon, by the readings of his instruments.
Test of Kiidurniwo.
"A long distance balloon fight is
as
a test of personal endurance
much as anything else. The aeronaut must undergo a mental strain
which few can stand without pre
Ballooning
is a
vious training.
science and not a sport for the amateur unless he acquires the skill of
a professional.
"When I make the free flight from
Albuquerque next fall I shall most
probably start at night for it is then
that the temperaturei is even. At
the outset it would be poor economy
to be compelled to maneuver
with
the changing conditions of the day
utmosphere. One would be compelled to use too much of thei precious
ballast."
th

e,

Van-derbi- lt,

'two-thir-

No DIZZltM'4.

profea-

Aeronaut Joseph A. Hlondin, who
has been In the city h past feiw
days conferring with, the territorial
lair officials In regard to operating
a captive balloon a the fair, said, In
speaking of his experiences as an
aeronaut:
"II Is two years since I have bpn
actively engaged in ballooning, but
now I am ready to become an active
aeronaut again. In the last two
years I have been In the southwest
prospecting In the mountains
and
wild restlons of the territory. I am
a member of the Aero Club of America. In fact 1 am a charter member
of the club.
The year book Of the Aero Club
of America, has this to say of Its object: "The promotion of a social or
ganization or club composed In
whole or 'n part of persons owning
aeronautic inventions for personal
or private use. To advance the development of the science of aeronautics and kindred sciences. To entourage and organize aerial naviga-t.o- n
and excursions, conferences, ex- osHions, congresses and races. To
(ievelope the breeding and training
of carrier pigeons. To hold, maintain
end conduct games, meets, contests,
exhibitions, designed to be propellent
or travel through the air or otherwise." Other objects are mentioned
In the year book, but these are the
most Important.
The membership of the club Includes the most famous aeronauts of
this and other countries in addition
to many men of wealth or science
Interested in the aeronautic profession. Such names are on the mem
bership roll as Col. John Jacob As- tor, Alexander Graham Hell. o. H.
P. Belmont, Gutzon L. ivl. Borglum,
A. Roy
Peter Cooper Hewitt,
Lr.
Alberto Santos-Dumon-t.
Julian P. Thomas, William K.
Jr., and many others of
prominence In the affairs
of the
world.
HallooniiiK Not Hungcrou.
bal"It Is a mistaken Idea thot conlooning Is a dangerous sport,"'
"The
Hlondin.
Aeronaut
tinued
which has
Aero Club of France,
been In existence eleven years, has
a record of over 3,000 ascensions by
Its members and 4ut one fiutallty and
If this
but few serious accidents.
does not put foot ball or automobll-In- g
to ahame 1 would like to know
what can. In scientific ballooning
the danger of aerial flight Is reduced
to a minimum.
Hot Air Balloons I'nsafe.
"With the hot air balloon the case
Is entirely different.
The list of accidents and deaths resulting from
ballooning
and from the
this form of
various parachute stunts, Is appalling.
"The death of Paul Noquet, who
made a daring flight in a gas balloon
last year and landed on the marshes
was
of Long Island In the night,
due not to the balloon but to heart
waa
farlurw or some caue which
aggravated by the exposure and ex
to
trying
ertions of the aeronaut in
reach land.
Will Take 1,0112 lHjtlit.
"ac the close of fair weekmyI probalpose to take a free flight In
loon and try for a long distance recget
I
can
Then, if
ord.
there in
time1, I hope to be present at the
Bennett balloon race, w hich Is scheduled to take place at St. Louis on
October 19. I will not be a contestant in that race as one for that part
has already been chosen. In making
a free illght from Albuquerque I undertake to do what few aeronauts
would dare. In fact, it would be folly for the average balloonist to take
such a flight In a thinly-settle- d
mountain country such as ihls. The
OF
hazards are very great. One might
laaid miles from any water or be sub
jected to exposure
and. accidmt
Company Has
which might easily prove fatal. By Mctiitosli Hardware
my
years
two
of experience
lO'oiqitl
reason of
to IM- - Wliolc Inas a prospector In different mountain
dian Population off the .Map
K
regions of the southwest I feel reaIt Is First Big Shipment
sonably safe In undertaking the trip.
Kvcr Received in
S
SOUlJlWCMt.
Experience has taught me t care for
myself in this sort of country and I
Is there going to be an Indian uprisk less danger than would otherrising or Is New Mexico getting to be
wise be the ease.
wilder and wooller than ever?
Dangerous Venture, t
These are questions that will natur"The preva4Hng winds at high alally
occur to the mind of the Inhabi
titudes arei from the south or southwest. Thus my proposed flight would tants of the effete east when they are
take me most probably into Colora- informed that the Mcintosh .Harddo.
Kansas or Nebraska- - If I ware company of this city today reshould land In some rugged moun- ceived a whoel car load of shells for
and shot
tain district of the first niamed state Winchesters,
runs. The car contained exactly
I might be put to serious hardship
shells, all loaded and ready
besides losing the balloon.
elefcusimw
"I admit that the sporting
ment In ballooning is great and that
ot una shipment 700.000 have althis Is what attracts many to the ready been sold under contract. This
AlbuquerRight
in
Is
here
absolutely the first car load of
profession.
que, though I have been here but a shells to be delivered to one firm in
few days, a dozen young men have this city. Incidentally It Is the first
asked to be allowed to accompany car load, so far as known In the
me on my flight.
whole southwest, possibly excepting
Will (Jo Alone.
El Paso. Ammunition, even in tne
"Yet I must take the. trip alone. days of Oeronlmo and his Apache?,
weight
ballast,
another
which
of
never came Into New Mexico in such
The
person beside myself would displace. quantities at a single shipping.
Is of vastly more importance to the
The ammunition Is distributed to
aeronaut than the society of a fel- smaller stores all over New Mexico
1 will carry about 700 and portions of Arizona by the Mclow creature.
pounds of net ballast, that is, sand, intosh people who sell in Job lots to
which I throw out tr lighten the) bal- the smaller dealers.
loon in passage. This sand is carAnother feature in connection with
ried In bags of definite weights and the shipment of ammunition; it is
dispensed with In tiny quantities, for not a pleasant thing for a railroad
the most part. A mere 'spoonful' of to have a car load of high exploAs a result the
Kind thrown out will cause a very sives on Its tracks.
susceptible rise of the balloon. Long car was put through In remarkable
Mining
upon
depends
the time fntm the plant of the Winchesdistance Uall.
aeronaut's economy in the use of ter Rejieatlng Arms company of New
ballast and expertness in manipula- Haven, Conn. The Santa Fe received
the shipment at Fort Madison, Iowa,
tion of the gas valve.
on July 19th anil delivered it In AlBig Balloon.
"The balloon 1 shall have, most buquerque today, showing that the
probably w ill have a displacement of Santa Fe Is not so slow after all. "I
not less than 20,000 cubic feet. It am not going out and shoot up the
charge-- ! with hydrogen gas. town," said N. C. Nead, manager of
will !
to
The theoretical density of hydrogen the Mcintosh Hardware coniany
plenty
h
N
that of the atmosphere, a reporter today." 1but I've got way.
I
h of ammunition
if
felt that
though in practice 11 is only
powthat of air. It is on the latter think there istoenough lend and
withstand a siege for
srale that the aeronaut figures. In der tin hand
n.fnd figures the weight of 1.000 a month if Japan should try to take
cubic ftet of air at sea level is 80 Albuquerque."
h
of that,
pounds. Inducting
I'F.xm.irrox c am;
nhich is the density of hydrogen,
WILL CLOSE TODAY.
per
1.000
pounds
65
Is
about
there
)
Santa Fe, July 24.
cubic feet left which Is the lifting
power of hydrogen at sea level. At The disbarment case against GranPendleton,
of Azec, N. M.,
tins altitude, a mile high approxi- ville
can figure a which has been on trial at the local
mately, the
lobs of 25 er cent in the lifting pow-- land ollice since Saturday, Is expectof his balloon at sea level, which ed to close today. The case Is from
San Juan county and the proceeding'
iosp, of course, is due to the diminconduct, and
ished specific gravity In the air at ohargj i nprofesslonal
inseek to prevent Pendleton from pracIncluding myself,
this altitude.
ticing
my
department
of tlie
bidloon
the
ttfore
urements and ballast
will carry at the start about l.OuO Interior.
i.i
n, Us.
his own attorney, and
Pendleton
I
"In addition to the ordinary meth- a numbr of witnesses have been exods of maintaining a balloon in tlvi amined. Special Agent F. C. liezen-duris the prosecuting witness.
air (ballast and manipulation of ga
valve), I will apply two new methods
We do It right. ROCGH PKT. Imof my own invention."
Aeronaut Hlondin Is now prepar perial Laundry Co.
Knnb-enshu-
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benefit of the aeronautic
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some
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ing a pnner to submit to the Aero
of America, In which he makes
WALKED
RARE Ciub
these Inventions public property for JOSE PEREA
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MILES TO HIS

A new restaurant under the management of Marcus and Anderson,
has been opentd In place of the one
formerly known as Oraham's Cafe,
and Is now In first class running order. You will find there the best that
the market affords, at prices to suit
the times. Mr. Anderson Is one of
the best and most experienced cooks
parts, and nobobdy knows
Aged Man Who Disappeared In these
the management and flanclerlng of a
restaurant
bettor than Mr. Marcus.
Friday. Found in Alanzano
Your patronage will be appreciated,
e
District.
There are still several months of
hot weather ahead of us and It will
psy you to Invest In a pair of cool, low
a fine assortment of
Jose E. Perea, the aged man who shoes. Weup have
to date styles and you
disappeared from his home on Moun- snappy,
get
can
what you want at the
was
tain road last Friday,
found price yon Just
are willing to pay. C. May's
Monday night by his nephew, Tim- shoe
store, SI 4 West Central avenue.
othy Chavez, of 1013 North First
street, who drove to the mines owned
MISSING.
by the old man
In
the Manzano
mountains 75 miles southeast of thj
Friday,
July 19, Jose 13.
Since
city, to which point Perea. with an Pera, aged 65 years.
occasional short ride from a passing any Imformatlon as toCommunlotte
his wha'e-shourig, had walked after he left this
to Timothy Chavez, 1013 N.
city. Mr. Chaves brought Perea to
First street.
nis Home last night.
Mr, Perea was fatigued consider
Kennedys
Laxative Courh
Us
ably and seems ill, though he Is no
worse than before his disappearance. Syrup. Contains no opiates. It drive
His strength had been shaken con- the cold out of the system by gently
siderably by his long trip, but otherthe bowels. Contains Honey
wise he Is In fair condition
and Tar and tastes nearly as rood at
Ills
nephew stated today that Perea is maple syrup. Children like lL Bold
not mentally unbalanced but suffer- - by J. H. O' RIelly ft Co.
In gfrom weakness caused by age and
niness.
Mr. Chavez drove to the site of
the old man's mines Monday, it being a very long day's trip, and he
Supplies Finishing for Amateurs. 1
found Perea without difficulty.
The loan Kodaks free.
looking
was
over the dleeimro
latter
and iplannlng new work, but readily
consented to return home.
On tho Corner
On account of Perea's never having
gone away before without notice to
The Leading Stationer.
his relatives of his Intentions, it was
at first feared that he had met with
foul play or been overcome by illness
a Reliable Dentist
somewhere, but his discovery se'.s Consult
such fears aside.
Fnll Set of Teeth
'TRINIDAD AFRAID"
p V" II
Gold Filling
$1.50
16
Gold Crowns
w
Painless Extracting., ,50c
SAYS BROWN MANAGER
ALL WORK AnsOLCTFLY GUARANTEED.
Will Not Come to Albuquerque for
of
to
Local Players.

PRESCRIPTIONS

ts

Eastman Kodaks
HAWLEY

f

J

unable to play the Trinidad
team Saturday and Sunday, the Trinidad newspapers are publishing a lot
of rot to the effect that the Browns
DRS. COPP and PETTIT.
nave "cold reet." and are afraid
KOOM 12, N. T. ARM I JO BLDG.
meet the Trlnldads.
Manager o. A. Matson, of the
Browns, was shown an article In the
zzzzzxzzzzxzzzzzzzzzzzzxz
Trinidad
Chronicle
of yesterday,
Tft Parisian
which claimed that the Browns were
afraid to visit Trinidad. He said:
"Our team Is made up of amateur
baseball players, while all of their
players are
draw120 South fourth St.
ing salaries, but even though they
place us at a disadvantage in class,
we are more than willing to plav
Hair Dressing
Fclal Mintage H
them, and I feel assured that tli9
Mismpoolni
Electrolotis
Trlnldads are the ones that have the
Scalp Treatment
Manlcarlnf
cold feet.
Children's Hair Cottlni
Challenged Month Ago.
"We challenged them a month ago,
We manufacture all kinds
but they have been making excuses,
of Ladies' Hair Goods. Comsaying that they could not come
plete
line of Switches, Pompahere, but Insisted uion our coming
dours, Puffs, Wigs, etc.
there, on some Saturday and Sunday,
carry a complete line
We
which It Is Impossible for us to do.
of Alleen Berg's Celebrated
Four of our boys are employed by
Creams and Tonics, which are
local firms and they have to be at
especially prepared
for this
work Monday morning, which, should
climate. Tour patronage Is rewe play in Trinidad Sunday, would be
spectfully
solicited.
impossible as they could not reach
home until after noon Monday.
"They accuse us of employing
Mr. and Mrs, James Slaughter,
"ringers" to help win our games. I
can give them our line up today,
Pnprietors
which would be the same, should
we decide on a date to play them, as
the one that defeated the El Paso,
and Santa Fe Central teams. All of
our boys are residents of Albuquerque, and we have no salaried players When in Silver City Patronize
on our team.
Afraid to Conic.
"Recently they offered
us forty
per cent of the gate receipts to come
to Trinidad and play, which we turned down, because they Insisted on
PRIVATE BOARDING HOUSE
two games on Saturday and Sunday.
In offering them Rixty per cent of
Next Elks' Opera House
s
the
to come here, we explained why we could not play them
In their own town. It begins to look
like the Trlnldads do not care to play
anyone who will not come to their
town."
with
Roy McDonald, the catcher and
captain of the Browns, said today:
"Why, the Trlnldads actually act
Clothe your family on $l.oo
like ninnies. Who ever said that wa
were agrald to play them 1s a fabriper week
cator of a large type. Trinidad Is
too far away for us to play a Sunday
Bt0 WattCantral
game, as several of our boys, including myself cannot get away from
business on Mondays, and we canWm. Wallace McClellan
not get back before 12:30 p. m. Mon-di- y
afternoon, a good live hours too Justice of Peace, Precinct No. 12
late for me."
Trinidad Welcome at Fair.
ALBUQUCRQUr, M. M.
The Trinidad Advertiser Is authorNotary Public
ity for the statement that no Colorado teams can play at the baseball Collections made at Korber Building
124
meet at the territorial fair. This Is
not true, according
to authorities
N. Second Street From 9 to 12 a.m.
here, who state that the 'Trlnidal
team or any team In Arizona or New
and 2 ti 4 p. m.
Mexico can enter.
Residence 723 M. Fourth St.

Beauty Parlors

Mrs.

Van

Riper's
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BANK
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Hotel
C. E. SUNTAAGG, Proprietor
TJnclesr

Sa-vo-

y
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Convenience - Comfort - Security
.

The telephone makes the
.duties lighter, the cures less
and the worries fewer.

telephone
The
your hesJth, prolongs year Ufa
and protects your home.

TOTJ NGLB A TKLKPnOXE

IS TOUR IIOMB

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.
Omos)oeKmos)omx3m)omKmO

FLY"

SCREENS

Door screens as strong as an ordinary door at prices that defy
s
screen doors In both strength and price. Window
screens that are as strong as a door at 7 cents per foot at the
eastern-mad-

SUPERIOR
PLANING
MILL
rTVV
TJTJTPV
TTKTn
TJTTTT

NTITVXr

loeooeosx3toooeooeowosx

HENRY'S
Cleaning and Pressing Works
Ladies' and Gentlemen's Clothes, Cleaned,
Pressed and Repaired. Goods Called for
n
and Delivered.
Orders Given
Prompt Attention
LET US CALL FOR YOUR CLOTHES
MRS. ROSE HENRY, Albuquerque. N. Mex.
Out-of-tow-

109-m-

Silver, Rear Savoy Hotel.

Tel. 480

California
Excursions
Every Tuesday,

Thurs-

day and Saturday during

June, July, August
and September

n

::

r.

Return Limit Nov. 30

E. M AH ARAM

FORJMAY

NEXT

Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily. - - ;

Ycur Credit is Good

CONCERT"

WEST RAILROAD

NUE

Open Day and Night.

n.-elpt-

"REQUEST

203

Santa Fe Restaurant

fiSTP.Trt

a result of the Mcintosh Rrowns
being
As

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

Where to Dine Well

f

IH-fc-

-

At Consistent
Prices

MIS

Extremely Low Rates
Los Angeles and Return $35
San Diego, Coronado and Kill

Return

$35

San Francisco and Return $45

ejosxieKmomomcmomjCMOmomoejom
NIGHT

The American Lumber
company
band will give a "request concert"
next Sunday evening in the park.
Anyone desiring any special number
can have the same placed on the
program by leaving It not later than
Saturday morning at Learnard ft
store or by dropping r postal card to Director Ellis. The first
twelve numbers received will be arranged for Sunday night's program.
Additional lights have been placed
In the band stand, which will add to
the attracti-nesof the concert.
The Ladles Aid Society of thf
Congregational
church
will
hold
their regular tea Thursday evening
in the church parlors.
A cordial Invitation is extended to all.

The Albuquerque

flatters
'

Clothing
cialty
steam
Cleaned and Pressed.
Orders Attended
to
Promptly.
Ex-prc- as

Corner

old A ve.
3rd St.&C
Phone 680.

M

TJXMOTJNT TENT

CITy

ei

Th Pioneer Tent Sanatorium of New Mexico. Situated
amcng the foothills of the beautiful Sangrc de Crista Mountains,
a mile from the historic city of Santa Fc. Private Mountain
water supply. Excellent table. No dust itornu. Owl summer climate. Resident physicians.
Up.

From

T. E. PURDY, Agent

""""""""""TTTTXTTTTTTTTTT7TTTTTTTTTTT".t'

Rates $10.00 Per Week

Full Particulars

Get

Hats Cleaned and Blocked In
any Style Panamas a Spe-

(Him-cIuI.-

ff

WE FILL

rrra

it ill
Send

For Booklet.
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Safety of the Checking Account
When you pay your bills by check, you carry no money
on your person, it is not necessary. Your money is safe in

the Bank.

You can write out a check for the amount you wish to
you check against your money in the Bank.
Your check book is of no value to anyone The checks
you issue are good only to the party to whom they are made.
We offer exceptional facili ties for b arge and small
pay

accounts.
We solicit your account.

THE BANK OF COMMERCE
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,000
HA.

Citizen Want Ads for Results

FATHER

ARREST

OF

CUSTODY

III

at

ifaiyl

v

"

WAlt0
o A.M.

POOR

20

20

PEOPLE

Tonight

ALBUQUERQUE

Said Pasha

:

IftOT.

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

COMIC OPERA

!

ARIZONA

HIS SON

-

poor waldoi:

ift.Y tt,

WKDNKSD.tr,

.CASINO.

POOR WALDO

OUTLAW UNDER!

REGIS

CITIZEN.

KVF.NiNO

ALBTTQnKHQffE

GE SIX.

NEW MEXICO

Capital and surplus, $109,000

TUESDAY NIGHT
His

Paternal Affection
After Lapse ol

rTCANT'tAT

S

N.

WljL.

THINKIMCf OF POOR WALOOi

VJ'J7

Kounded Up.

Seven Years.
El rami. Ti'X.. July 24. Kecaine
pleaded with
Miiniiioz
Francisco
J mine Kylnr not to fct'uiaie him from
son. Luis Marques,
his
he court temporarily gave the fath
er the custody of the child, and the
application of Jose Chaves, an uncle
of the boy, for guardianship ' still
pending.
Love for their ulsters child was
expressed by Jose and Andreas Cha-Veuncles of the boy, and also the
desire that .he be Riven proper edu
cation. The boy had been living at
the home of Andreas Chavex near
Socorro, N. M., when he was seen
on the streets of that place recently
by his father and taken to the home
of tJenaro Gonzales, a saloonkeeper.
The uncles objected to their si
ler's child being raised In the fam
lly of a liquor dealer, and so stated
to the court. The testimony brought
out the fact thit the boy was receiv
Ing
a month for his work from
(ionzales and it was alleged that his
father took him to that place that he
might have a place to loaf.
Says lie Ijoves the Hoy.
The father's plea was that he could
Clothe the boy on his wages 01 i ft
cents per day, and he begged the
court not to take his son from him
He admitted that he had not pro
vided for his children during the
past Beven years, but told the court
he loved the boy. and desired to have
him where he could see him.
The attorneys representing the ap
plication for guardianship expressed
the opinion to the court that the re
vival of the spark of paternal artec
tion was merely because the boy had
reached the age where he could earn
something and that the father wanted him in a saloonkeeper's family because be could secure liquor as re
sult of his earnings.
The attorney admitted that Marquex had been denied the privilege of
lying idle and Intoxicated about the
home of Andreas Chavex, where his
boy had been staying, but such denial
had been because of his condition
It was cited that the youth would
be given a home with Jose Chavez,
where the father could see him any
time he desired if he was not in
toxlcated, and It was agreed that the
boy should not be worked more than
any other mernner or the lamny.
Said He Had to Work.
When testifying Luis Marquex told
the court he had been worked In the
baying field when eight years old by
Andreas Chavex. bui the story was
not credited.
It was further cited by the attor
ney for Chavez that the boy had been
schooled in ralsliying Dy nis tatne
and 'that such schooling would re
a follower in
suit in his becoming parent.
the footsteps of the
Tho court decided to give the fath
provide for his son
er a chance to being
that the first
the condition
time he is Intoxicated the case will
again be brought before the county
ludRe and final action taken on th
application of Jose Chevex f.rr the
guardianship of his sister's child.
x.
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Farewell Performance

George Musgrove. of Elack;
Jack Gang. Finally

Kg-vlve-

TomhFtone, Ariz., July
mpoi-tnn-

t

capture

was

21.
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(Poor. waldo

all alone
(STUFFY
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that)
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Extends to Depositor
New

The City of Mexico

TAILOR

'FRISCO

MISSING
FROM ESTANCIA

MEN CAUSE MANY WRECKS

as

non-unio-

rl.

Every Proper Accommodation,
$1(0,000.00.

non-unio-

7bI

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

LAND OF THE
MONTEZUMAS

ALBUQUERQUE,

by obtaining a map folder of th
Mexican Central Railway, as In
It are to be found brief sketches of placts end things In Mexico that, for grandeur, antiquity
and historical value, have no
equal In the world.
Folders, rates and all Information furnished on application

EL

u.

PASO; TEXAS.

D. MTIinOCK,
Passenger Traffic Manager.
j. c. Mcdonald,
Genl. Pass. Agent.
CITY OF MEXICO. MEXICO.

money.

::

Cv

PURELY VEGETABLE

J7f

::

::

::

ALBUQUERQUE

2nd mad Oatd

2nd and Cold

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Wholesale Grocers

$59,25
and

13.

Return limit July 23rd. Ky depotilting
this ticket and paying SI It may be
extended to leave Philadelphia up to
and Including July 31st.

Agent

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

i

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

i
i
4

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Thos. F. Keleher
DEVOES READY PAINT
One Gallon Covers 600 Sqnare Fee
PALMETTO ROOF TAINT
Stops Leaks, Lasts Five Years.
JAP-A-LA-

408 Wt$t Railroad Anna

The plan of your new house may
be correct, but unless you have goo.!
building material you're going to be
disappointed "That's 'vVTiat:"
"It's
up to you" to Insist that every stick
of lumber that goes Into your house
comes from this house then you'll
get the right thing at the right price
every time.

A. E. WALKER,
riRE

INSURANCE

Secretary Mutual Building Aseoou
Uon. Office at 217 West Kallrw
avenue.

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

RIO

LIVERY, SALE, FEED AND
TRANSFER STABLES.
Horses and Mules Bought and
BEST TOURNOUTS IN THE CIT1
Second Street, between Railroad and
Copper Avenue.

TOTI A OR API
Dealers In Groceries, Provision. U.
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines Liquor
and Cigars. Place your order K
this line with us.
7
NORTH TH "ID HI
m-m-21-

CO,

eKeeK0eOe0
L. S, PUTNEY
I
?

"OLD RELIABLE."

I

THE WHOLESALE

0

ESTABLISHED 1871.

FLOUR. GRAIN ANT)

f ROCER

PRnVNinMC

Carries the largest and Most Exclusive Stock o.' Staple Oroeerle
In the Southwest.

FARM AND

Fresh and ball St.
q

su.

LUMBER

Corner Third and Marquatte

Meat Market
Steam Sausage. Factory.
EMIL KL1EXWOK?
Masonlo Building, North TiJ-- l

GRANDE

PUone 8

THIRD STREET
Alt Kinds of

4

Whose Fault Is It?

C.

1

pimples, rashes,
deep in the blood a humor has taken root, and instead of supplying nourishment and strength
AUTO BUS
accumulations.
and unhealthy
pourine out its acid ...
tissues of the skin,
to the fine, delicate
.
.
. . '..it is.
1
' .
.1
me
system, cut poisons
skin is not only allccted by the humors generated witnin
The
STRIKE
WIN
from without, such as Poison Oak and Ivy, Nettle Rash, etc., as well as poisons from metals,
acids, etc., enter through the opeu pores aud glands, and so thoroughly ao tney taice root in
The
Kan Francisco, CaJ., July 24
auto-bu- s
is playing an important part the blood that they are ever present, or return trom year to year to annoy tne suuerer.
in the street car strike here.
The treatment of skin diseases with salves, washes, lotions, etc., is along the wrong line.
The carmen's union has leased pic41)
in
the
type
shown
of
the
True
such treatment relieves some of the itching and discomfort, and aids in keeping the
iuses
to any
ture and Is carryinga people
5
cents.
of
but it does not reach the real cause of the trouble, and at best such things are
clean,
skm
fare
ni.H lit the cltv for
rh enrineii are depending on the
only palliative aud soothing.
to help win the s'rlke.
auto-bu- s
A thorough cleansing of the blood is the
A WondArrul IlapiHning.
only cure for humors in the blood. S. S. S., a
Th heat remedy for backache,
the
of
inllamatlon
kidnevs.
gentle acting, safe blood purifier, made entirely
cvii is DeWitt's Kidney and Bladbladder
prompt
of vegetable ingredients from nature's forests
Their action Is
der Pills.
treatment for
S. S. S.
snd sure. A week's
and fields, is the proper treatment.
25c. Sold by J. H. O' Rielly & Co.
neutralizes
and
circulation
down
the
into
goes
O
O
Our ltor;il PUT worn ootr hsvs
the acids and humors, thoroughly cleansing
Laun-liImperial
o be wal ed
'
and vmrif vine the blood, and curing skin diseases
Co
aud affections of every kind. It supplies to the
Cough
Laxative
Use Kennedy'
11
Contains no opiaiea. by
Hyrup.
to sustain the skin and all other parts ot tiie
necessary
nutritive
qualities
blood
the
fresh,
drives the cold out of the uyatem
S. S. S. cures Eczema,' Tetter, Acne, Psoripently niovinn the bowels. Contain body, and rids the blood of any and all poisons.
Honey and Tar and taste nearly as asis. Salt Rheum. Poison Oak and Ivv. Nettle Rash and all troubles of the skin.
Special
rood as maple yrup. Children Ilk
O'Rielly
Co.
ft
H.
without
by
J.
st. Sold
book on skin diseases aud any medical advice desired furnished by our physicians
HOOT BEEf charge to all who write.
TOE'S GOOD, IOI-SWIFT SPECIFIC COMPANY, ATLANTA, ua.
SlOKtl

::

STATE NATIONAL BANK

Philadelphia and Return

E. Purdy,

S250.000.et
Railway Company

We are always glad to assist those
who desire to "turn over a new leaf."

OH

T.

1600,et.M

The running of a bank account has a
tendency to wean a man from habits of
extravagance and dissipation. It gives
him new ambition and a desire to save

VIA

11, 12

DKFomiTorr

IT WEANS HIM

Special Excursions

Tickets on sale July

m.

Authorlred Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
Depository for Atchison, Topeka k Santa Fs

The blood and skin are so closely connected that whatever affects the one has a
effect on the other. When the blood is pure and healthy the skin will be soft,
smooth, and free from all eruptions; but when the bloody becomes infected with some
10
unhealthy humor the effect is shown by rashes, eruptions, boils and pimples, or other disfigprincipal
points
In
Illinois, town, Kan
uring and annoying skin disease.
huh, Michigan, Minnesota, .Missouri,
.ortli oiid boutu Dukotas and Wis
The skin is provided with countless pores and glands which act as a drainage consin.
Dates of sale June 15, 18, IT, 22,
system to rid the body of impurities through the perspiration that is constantly passing
24, Z9, SO. July 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 10,
through these little tubes. There are other glands that pour out on the skin an oily 23,
11, 12. 19, 20, and 21. Final
return
October 31st.
limit
from
constant
substance to keep it soft and pliable, otherwise it would become hard and dry

s s

NEW MEXICO

OmCnt

V.

ng

11

1

AND OtBtCTORB
JOSHDA 8. RAYNOLD3
....Prealdeal
M. W. FLOURNOY
VIca President
,
FRANK McKKB
Cashier
R. A. FROST
Assistant Cashier
H. F. RAYNOLDS
Director

C. F. BERNA
Commercial Agent

Warm Weather
Causing Itching, Burning Skin Eruptions.

CH'S

8ollcIU

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA AND SANTA FE RY.

Can learn of much that Is
Intensely Interesting and create
a desire to visit the

in
the
BLOOD
HUMORS
Forces Them Out,
Coming of

3ase,

and

TOURISTS

CAR

NON-UNI-

Aecounts---Capit.-

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Solomon Luna. President; W. 8. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier; W. J.
Johnson, Asst. Cashier: Wm. MclntOBh. J. C. Baldridge. Solomon Luna, A. M. Blackwell,
Geo. Arnot, O. E.Cromwell.

and many other places worth
seeing.
Th Hlehet Mining, Lumber
and Cuttle Producing Ijands
Made Accessible by This
Great System,

lue

'

Mexico

o,

.

1

of

Traverses the Republic

Los Angeles, Cal., July 23. 'Fred
erick Magill and his wife. In cua
tody of Sheriff Harve Campbell, of
Clinton, 111., left Los Angeles iajt
night on their long trip to their home
with th'
where they are charged
murder of MaKill's f tirat wife.
The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
train leaving .San Diego this mornln
If one had not
bore the Magills.
known of the charge they .would hav exposure to wind and sun.
When the blood becomes filled with humors and acids these are
supposed that it was a party on
pleasure Jaunt. The only thing tha thrown off through the pores and glands, burning and irritating the skin and drying up the
was
lent mystery to the whole affair
the vigilant watch that .snernr camp natural oils so that we have not only Acne, Eczema, Salt Rheum, etc., but such dry scaly
bell kept on his prisoners and tn
skin eruptions as Tetter, Psoriasis and kindred troubles.
heavy black veil that Mrs. Magi
wore.
These humors find their way into the
The strange influence that Magill
Si DRQYE jHE HUMOr OUT.
cause
wife
on
to
his
seems
have
Diooa mrouga a aisoruercu or ucnugcu wu- Gentiemii: Some two years ago I suffered a great deal.
manv neonle to hint at hypnotism
In the blood ; small rash or
There is a certain caused on aocount of a humor
Nobody who has met the couple will dition of the system.
my body and kept getting worse
denv that his wife is absolutely un amount of waste or refuse matter collected pimples broke out overyear.
Seeing 8. 8. . advertised In
day by day for over a
der his influence, and his slightest
in the body every day. This is useless in the paper and having also heard It had oared several peowish is her law. The daughter la
hypnopuzzle to everyone and only
ple in this olty, oonoluded to try It. After using the medtism, many say, could explain her nourishing or keeping the system in health,
icine I was entirely cured, and am very glad to reoommend
Ktrange actions in regard to the stand and nature intends that it shall find an outEJ3W, Vf, LONO.
J03O Clay St., Paduoah, Ky.
It.
she has taken. Never, if reportsor-be
of bodily waste.
true, has she suffered through
channels
the
through
let
FOUND A CURE FOR POISON OAK.
row over the death of her mother.
Even when her anger was greale.U As long as these members perform their
After having tried for six years to find a
Gentlemen:
ut the time of the arrest, a word from duties properly the blood remains pure and cure for Poison Oak, from whioh I was a great sufferer, I
her father soothed her.
told by a friend to try S. S. 8. It entirely oared ma
The trip from Kan Diego was en- free from infection; but when from any was gave
me excellent health. There is no remedy for a
and
livened y many anecdotes told by
Magill. Mr. Campbell and Mrs. Ma- cause they become dull and sluggish, this bad condition of the blood Mite 8. 8. 8., anct you have In
gill talked of dress, comic operas and refuse matter is left to sour and be taken 8. 8. 8. a positive oure for Poison Oak.
J. E. WISEMAN.
Danville, Ky.
the trips the latter had taken before
blood 111 the form of humors. and
her arrest.
the
into
to
dying
'Peter
.
.1
1 fee
Cn
1 1
1
.'.1.
"I am Just
r .
m
r. 1 . .' , Ale
t
l Ji ...
a o.m
wnu
Pan.' " exclaimed thu accused wo poisons,
sicin is a peneci maex 10 uie dioou; wucu wc sec uuc auiuicu
man.
or
eruptions, blotcnes, etc., constantly appearing, we Know tuai uowa

AT WALTOVS IMtt'ti

The
Railway

Standard

San Francisco. July 24. Eighteen
Estancla. N. M.. July 24 (Sixvlal)
In one day.
This is the
James Holtsclaw. a tailor employ- - ' smashup
n
carmen op-hed bv Joe W. Pettus. of Kstancla. record of the
been mlsslnir since last Frldav. crating the fnited Kailroals" linei
picture
accompanying
The
and friends here have been unable here.
to locaitie him. He came here from gives an Illustration of the handling
n
men.
Ialh art, Texas, and has been in of the cars by the
charge of the I'ettus shop the past 'In this Instance a Hoffman street car
week, while the proprietor has been got beyond the control of the motor
man while going over the Z4lh street
camping In the mountains.
Jumped the track and plunged
It Is alleged 1n TXnnclu that hill.
the bottom. leveling live telegraph
Holtsclaw carried away several new to
on the way.
poles
A cleansing, clean, cooling, sooth suits of clothing In u new suit cise
The strlkelng carmen declare that
He
ing, healing household remedy Is De without leaving pay for them.
here that he was going at least half of the cars of the com- Witt's Carbollzed Witch Hazel Salve. told tofriendsranch,
but he has not yet pany are disabled.
out
his
Sold by J. H. O'RIelly & Co.
been located.
Kodol will nourish and strengthen
Don't wait any longer to buy that
your dlgesetive organs and furnish
A Memorable Pay.
pair of dainty low shoes you have
One of the days we remember with the natural dlcestlve Juices for your
ISuy them now
promised yourself.
profit to stomach. It will make you well. Ko-- i
and get that much more satisfaction. pleasure, as Is well as with
Sold by J.
the one on which we dol digests wh.r you eat.
Our styles and prices are right and our health.
we shall be pleased to have you became acquainted with Dr. King's O'RIelly & Co.
New Life Pills, the painless purifiers
C. May'
call and examine them.
Are you looking for soriternlng? ReShoe store, 314 West Central avenue. that cure headache and bllllousness,
and keep the bowels right. 26c at all member the want columns of The
Evening Citlz-- n are for your especial
Risers dealers.
DeWltfa Little Karly
benefit. It talks to the people and
Small, sure, safe pills. Sold by J. H.
Subscribe for Tlx Oenfng Cltlnen. they talk to you.
O'RIelly & Co.

T

Facilities.

THE

From the north to the south
end with Its branch lines reaches the most Important cities,
such as Chihuahua, Torreon,
Zacatecas, Agunscallentes, San
Louis, Potosl, Tamplco, Irapua-tGuadalajara,

y,

m

DEPOSITS

Mexican Central

corres-Dondi-

HOME

SAVINGS

Willi Ample Means and Unsurpassed

Hilled of the

EN ROUTE

ON

ALLOWED

Curtain 8:30. Trices 25c and 35c
Reserved seats at Matsons.

most
to

rshci iff Hopkins today when!
of lienrg" Mus- iiiieK-rave, a f unou and much wanted
utlaw, Kangi-rolds nnd Kidder
made tho capture In the Huachuea
mountains today and will bring their
i.soncr to Tombstone his evening.
Musgrave, should he be th;v much
w.'Uvte.l man. is ji member of
the
imous lllack Jack gang, who tei-- I
rorized New MexU-- tor many yeais
nd Is reputed to have made an ap- hold-ups- '.
ailing record of train
killings and outlawry during their
In
nuiny
They cngagel
career.
fights with pursuing posses and nuin- ged to escape. In ruer year tney
were hard pressed ny ine otneeis
nd the famous band left New Mex
ico and made a last ffort In an at
tempted bank haul at N'ogales wv- ral years since, the exciting episode
still being remembered by many. The
ttempted bank robbery was n fail
ure, although well planned, and the
nothing
broadcast,
band scattered
more being heard of them until today when the capture of Musgrave
whs reported.
Vuntcl In New Mexico.
The New Mexico Black Jack band
had an ally in a similar baud, who
operated In Cochise county. Arizona,
about the1 same time, but beyond a
hold-u- p
reimrted at San Simon, It is
not thought the Musgrave band nt- empted any outlawry In this eoim-confining their work to New Mex
ico and Texas.
No charges are of record against
Murgrave In this county, but he Is
wanted In New Mexico for murder and
rain robbery, while It Is claimed
Texas has also several counts ngainnt
him and members of his band.
The prisoner arrested by the rang
ers will be brought to Tombstone
and he will be held here until the
New Mexico officers are communi
cated with.

INTEREST
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FREIGHT WAGONS
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FIGHTING IN

ALBUQUERQUE
the fight trnm assumed that "Howl
Kuef would give them whatever they
wanted.
And they knew very accurately Just what they wanted. So
when the election returns showed
hat Schmlla and the rest of his
ticket were elected, there was a great
celebration at the Belvedere when the
quadruple alliance met. That was a
wild night in the tenderloin and the
HHvedere's contribution to the hilarity of the occasion Is not yet forgot
ten.
Then came the awakening. When
Coffroth. Oraney. Hrltt and levy laid
before Huef their plans for the fight
trust, which was to moke them fortunes by giving them the monopoly
of boxing permits, Huef indorsed the
project heartily.
Huef Wnnteit 920.000.
"There's money In it," he remarked.
The promoters thought so too,
but they misunderstood Ruef. They
saw his meaning only too clearly
when hei told them the scheme would
cost Just $20,000. There was no use
arguing the point: no use appealing
to Kuef's gratltuile or generosity bv
reminding him of what they 'had
done In the campaign. He Insisted
that they must pay the monwy or
Reluctantly
abandon the project.
Levy
Hrltt. Coffroth and
put up
$5,000 apiece in January of last year.
Oraney added the some amount, and
then the "honest blacksmith" took
the money to Ruef'a office Oraney
told In detail of the Bcene which occurred there. Huef received
him,
locked the door and carefully drew
The,
down the blinds.
"boss" was
pale and nervous, but greedy. He
clutched the money eagerly and held
It under the table while he counted
It. He found it was all right
$20,000
in greenbacks. Certain of the supervisors received $500 apiece of this
sum: the rest was divided between
Ruef and Schmltz.

GOOD

QUALITIES

OF CEMENT
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FRISCO
New Executive Believes That
Matches Are Simple
Fakes Nowadays.

fc

San
Francisco,
Juiy 2. Prof.
Taylor, mayor of San Francisco,
he is opposed to prize fighting rivd
arid
the "Prize Fight trust" and he will
do everything In his power to prevent professional boxing contents.
"I should not like to. he misunderstood on thin question," explained the
mayor. "I have never attended a
prize fight myself, but I have no
fault to find with the man who does.
I can understand how-- men vital and
alive can be attracted by an exhibition of the physical mastery of one
man by another. It's a primary and
elemental Instinct. Personally, however, I am opposed to prljse fighting
because I believe the public has no
assurance that the contest they pay
to see are contests In fact. I believe
there is no honesty In the game as
It is played in and around San FranI think no executive of
cisco.
a
municipality has a right to decree
against populnr sport or amusement,
but I do think that It Is the duty of ENGINEER HURT IN
an executive to protect the public
against palpable swindle.
FREIGHT WRECK
Coincident with this announcement
from the- mayor was a statement oy
William J. Hums, detective, that the
graft prosecutors Intended to proceed
Alamogordo,
M., July 24.
X.
against the "Fight trust" magnates (SM'clal.) Engineer
C. F. Anderson,
for bribing the supervisors.
of the Southwestern road, Is in the
hospital here with a broken collar
"Tight Trust."
"Eddie" Oraney, "Billy" Coffroth, bone and severe bruises about tho
Willis Iiritt and Morris Levy, the four head and shoulders as the result of a
promoters who organized the fight freight wreck on that road. W. H.
trust, were all Ruef men In the last Pavy, Anderson's fireman, was badly
mayoralty campaign.
They spent bruised In attempting to Jump.
their money freely to heip elect
The wreck occurred at Leoncito, a
Schmltz and the rest of the Ruef small station about 40 miles east of
ticket. All 'their personal followers Santa Rosa.
engine
Anderson's
and hangerson were pledged to the plowed Into an eastbound
freight,
cause. The Helvedere and the Hayes both locomotives being badly damValley Athletic club in the campaign aged. The eastbound crew saw the
took on a political complexion; the westbound train comJng In time to
most effective kind of politics was Jump and none of them were Indone Inside their doors.
jured. Traffic
was blocked for a
Naturally the four organizers of number of hours.

STONE
Method of Making Material
Which Is Becoming
Vastly Popular.
Cement stone blocks, molded solid
or with an air chamber, are becoming the most popular building
material of the time. Made right,
they are as durable as stone, and are
much more easily handled, and
about the same cost as stone ortorick.
The Presbyterian church at Pasadena. California, the church of tho
millionaires, In being constructed of
this artificial stone. The cost of the
structure Is to be near $300,000, and
It Is perhaps the finest architectural
triumph of the age. The' material
chosen, was selected, not for its
cheapness, but on account of its durability, .and the beauty of its appearance.
It would be perhaps a matter of
some Interest to the public, and Incidentally, to those who are manufacturing the stone to know how it
is made by the great architects and
massive buildings of the cities.
How It I Made.
Good live sami, that is sand that
Is not worn round by the continual
erosion of a stream, or the shifting
of wind. Is the base, and acme or
Portland cement is the stuff that, entering Into chemical affinity with the
sand, ties the material together into
a block that is harder than nature
can make anything out of the same
material.
Hut besides the sand and cement
there must be some knowledge of
how to mix the ingredients and to
cure the blocks ready for the build.

ing.

A mould Is prepared
which can
easily be taken down after the material has been tamped In. The face
of the stone Is made of sand and cement, the sand screened through a
Inch screen; a mixture of
one part of cement to two parts of
sand: the face of the stone is about
one inch thick, then the rest of the
one-four-
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brick or block Is tamped In. the material being one of cement to four of
sand. Some contractors make the
face one to four and the bo.iy of the
block one to eight. The sand for the
body Is not screened. The mixture
Is made comparatively
dry, that Is,
wet enough so that when you take
It In your hand you can mould It
without the cement sticking to your
hand. The. way to find out Just how
much cement you really should use
for the sand, and that matter always
differs with the sand, Is to take a
quart Jar, All It .full of sand, then
pour In water until the Jar will hold
no more, the amount of water the
sand takes up Is exactly the. quantity
of cement that the sand will take
up and no more, though many of
course do not use that much.
Curing Prottxs.
After moulding, the block should
lie until It Is Showing white, then it
should be Immersed In water or water sprinkled on It for ten days.
After moulding and before it lias
been wet, while It Is drying, care
should be taken that the sun does
not reach It to ohotly. It should be
covered. The block should never be
used until it has had time to cure
for at least three of four weeks, and
six months Is better if you do not
want your wall to crack. The beauty
of this block is that you can make
your moulds any size or shape desired, and the front of your stone
may be made to look like the the
finest of cut stone, or like rough
dressed from the quarry.
Long Live lite King;
is the popular cry throughout

Euro-

breaking in

Classified Advertisements
HELP WANTED.
UELP WANTED I? that hi your
crying need, a want ad In The
Evening Cltlren's want column will
assure you of plenty of employes.
WAMtD.
WANTED A stenographer. Call 409
West Copper avenue.
WANTED Gunny sacks, all kinds.
K. W. Fee. 802 South First street.
WANTED
Immediately,
a white
camp cook.
Apply Hnrabln-Mc- OsfTey Co.

WANTED To borrow $900 on first
mortgage, ample security.
Ad
ores hpx 4U3, city.
WANTED Position as cook in small
hotel or camp; colored. Address,
X. Y. Z. Citizen office.
Experienced bookkeeper
WANTED
that can do telegraphing. Address,
A. H. Hilton Mer. Co., San Antonio,

N. M.
pean countries, while In America,
First class cook at Allen
the cry of the present day Is "Long WANTED
hotel. Must furnish reference. 150
live Dr. King's New Discovery, King
per
month.
J. M. Allen, Magda-lenLung
of Throat and
Remedies!" of
N. M.
which Mrs.
Julia Ryder Paine,
Turro, Mass., says: "It never falls WANTED At once, good camp cook,
to give Immediate
$S5: also muckers and miners, carrelief and to
quickly cure a cough or cold. "Mrs,
penters, helpers, pile drivers.
's
Palne'a opinion is shared by a maEmployment,
615 South
jority of the Inhabitants of this counFirst street.
try. New Discovery cures weak lungs WANTED People who want some
and sore throats after all other
thing, to advertise in The Citizen's
remedies have failed: and for cough
want column. A few lines cost but
and colds It's the only sure cure.
a few cents but bring returns an
Ouaranteed by all druggists. 6O0 and
ncnarea roia.
$1.00 bottle free.
WANTED Ladles who wish stylish
u
dressmaking. Also apprentice. Call
Texas Carlsbad
on Miss C. P. Crane.
mineral
water
612 North
cures and prevents bllllousness. Ask
Second street. Millinery at half
your grocer for it.
price.
At once, woman to do
Cured Three of the Family with One WANTED
housework;
small family, good
or ClinnilKTlaln . Colic,
Itottle
wiges. inquire Mrs. F. E. Sturges
Cholera and Himrlioca Remedy.
pecona street.
.ortn
"I purchased a bottle of Chamber
An
experienced
book
Iain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea WANTED
keeper.
Address in own writing,
Remedy, and found It to be all
S.
experience,
stating
etc.
J
claimed for it In the adertinements.
Urack, manager Rio Grande Lum
Three of the family have used It with
company,
city.
ler
good results in summer complaint,
H. E. Howe, publisher of the Press.
MEN WANTKD.
every
MEN WANTED Somewhere
Highland, Wis. For sale by all drug
you are looking for a job
day.
If
gists.
put a want ad in The Evening Cltl
sen's want column and It will do
the rest.
HEST.
Foil RENT Pleasant, well furnish
ed front rooms, near business cen
ter; rates reasonable.
Corner
Sixth and Railroad. Apply at rear
FiHt KENT Two nice large pleasant
rurnisnea rooms, ror light house
keeping or sleeping rooms. En
quire 617 South Hroadway.
FOR RENT A few nicely furnished
rooms, with use of bath, very rea- sonaoie; no invalids. Hotel craige
Silver avenue, between First and
Second streets.
FOR RENT Several small cottage.
all nicely furnished for housekeep
lng.
J. B. Block, Jemez
Hot
Springs, N. M.
a,

III!

$0M Ml

PERSONAIi PROPERTY LOANS.

MONEY to LOAN
Furniture,

On

. i

Planoa,

Organ
With thtfoot"
Horses. Wagons and other Chattels
also on SALARIES AND WARS
The flexible sole Red Cross
HOUSE RECEIPTS, as low
and aa high as $100. Loans til
ar Shoe is
from
quickly made and strictly
private
Time: One month to on year given 'he start.
Good
remain In your poaaesalon
The burninff and a
it
Our rates are reasonable. Call an
caused by stiff soles and the
ea us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
evils of thin soles are preSteamship tlcketa to and from a
vented bv the Red Cross. It
parts of the world.
Rooms I and 4, Grant Bldg
enables a woman to be on her
303 4 West Railroad Aye,
Feet for hours at a time with,
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open ETeninga.
:omfort.
"sA lksm en" Wanted.

u

comfort a bit

chin

A stylish
PROFESSIONAL CARDS shoe thaCs
absolutely
LAWTERS.
comfortcble
Ira M. Bond.
ATTORNEY AT LAW, II F.8t
N. W.. Washington.
D. C
Pensions
land patents,
copyrights,
caveats
letter patents, trade marks, claims
R. IV. It. Iln.n
ATTORNET AT LAW, Albuquar
que. N. M. Office,
Flrat Nations
Bank building.
E. W. Do two n.
ATTORNET
AT
LAW.
Offle
Cromwell block. Albuquerque. N. 34
DENTISTS.
DR. J. K. KRAFT,
Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 1 and . Barnett bulldiu
over O'RIelly a drug store. Phot..
No. 744. Appointments made by mm,
Dli. O. A. ELLER,
Demise
N. T. Armljo Building.
Phone
Edmiinil J.- A
u
i v. 0.
No. J0
Railroad avenue.
a. m., to 13:30 p. m.;
p. m. to I p. m. Both phones.
Ar
polntmente made by mall.
W. M. SHERIDAN, M. D.
Homeopathic Physician and 8nr(ok
Occidental Life Building.
phone 883. Albuquerque, N. M. Tels
DIt. R. L. HUSI.
Office,
N. T. Armljo Wdg.
Tuberculosis treated with Hlg
Frequency Electrical
Current
anr
Germicide. Treatmenta given eacl
day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trainee
nurse In attendance.
Both phones

t.

la.

K. St,

taunt

)xfords,
$3-- 5

I
y

IDDOBl
of Quality

$4.00

Zet us fit you.

WM. CHAPLIN
Railroad Avanaa

121

l:.

EXCURSION
-T-

Tll

ltlFOVtOXT1

n

i,

And Principal Eastern Points

...

Homeopathic Physicians
and
Oxer Vann'a Drug Store.
Phono. Oflico and ReHldencion
DR. C. A. FUANK7"
nlsh you a quick and ready means
Physician and Surgeon.
or securing tt at a minimum ex4 and 6. Barnett bldg. OfRooms
penditure. Put a want ad In The
Citizen today and be at work tomor fice hours 8 to 13 and 2 to 6, 7 to 8
row.
: Oil SALE
(lentle pony, cheap.
Kilt
UNDERTAKER
bob !outn waiter street.
BORDERS
A SNAP
The best paying hotel business In New Mexico for $1,800 cash
See M. L. Schutt, 219 South Second
ARCHITECTS
street.
W,
Spencer.
F.
FOIt SALE Fine young Jersey bull
7
Rooms
Bai
Inquire mornings, at 611 North nett building, Albuquerque, N. y
First street, neo. A. Illake.
Both phones.
FOR SALE Half Interest In estah
NOTARY PUBLIC.
llshed poultry business, Bred-t- o
Lay Poultry Yards. J. T. Harger,
Thos.
K. D. Maddlaon.
prop., 12th street and Mountain
Office with W. B. Chlldera, 11
road.
FOR SALE Entire slock of chick West Gold avenue.
ens, two bone cutters, horse power;
NOTICE FOIt PUBLICATION.
two
cutters,
alfalfa
etc. Also
household furniture.
Corner Will Department of the Interior, land ofiam street and Southern avenue
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., June 24,
M"lltor's Poultry Ranch.
1907.
FOI7NI.
Notice Is hereby given that Lucas
Gallegos,
of San Rafael. N. M., has
FOUND
Through me want column
of The Evening Citizen, Just what filed notice of his Intention to make
you have been looking for.
proof In aupport of
An final five-yeadvertising source sure to bring re his claim, viz: Homestead entry No.
turns for small expenditure. Try a 6998 made April 22, 1902, for the
want aa ana De convinceu.
WH RE14, and BH 8WK, section 84,
township 5 N., range 7 W and that
l.osi
said proof will be made before
L ST Leather pocket book contoln
Itig checks by T. M. Harwood and sioner, Mlrabal, U. S. court commisat San Rafael, N. M., on Augthe Underwriters
Association of
1907.
Colorado. Also some other papers. ustHe5, names
the following witnesses
iteturn to citizen oftlce and receive to prove his continuous
residence ud- reward.
on, and cultivation of, the land, viz
A large line of brass, bronzed and
Manuel Lucero, Trinidad Sabedra,
Iron beds, small refrigerators,
carManuel Montoya, Victorlno TruJIllo,
pets, linoleum, window shades, cur- an oi san itaraei, N. M.
tain poles, stair pads, mattresses,
MA.NUHL R. OTERO,
stoves and ranges, baby Iron beds.
Register.
Futrelle Furniture Co.
slightest
When there Is the
Indies.
Hon of indigestion, heart burn, flat
ulence or any rorm of stomach trou
ble take a little Kodol occasionally
REAL ESTATE
BARGAINS
ana you win get prompt relief. Sold
oy
J. it. O' Rielly & Co.
FOR SALE,
Four room adobe liouso
FEE'S PEERLESS HOMEMADE
mid about a 'l aero of
CANDIES.
AT WALTON'S DRUG
lino garden land,
V.
STORE.
Central avenue
$ 80.)
Tlirco room house, four
Constipation.
onli Fourth
lots
For conntlnntlon thorA la nnlkln.
street
1,000
Quite
SO nlf'A SI rhflmhArlnln',
Mtrtm.
'limn room liouso nnrf
ach and Liver Tablets. They always
mi acre of land, tlirco
proauce a pleasant movement of the
inili-- s north of town..
400
bowels without any disagreeable ef.
room house, fur-- f
ilirro
25 cents.
Samples free
ii litl compIcK',
fct. Price,
For
sale by all druggists.
fcood
Iiorscs, spring
vtagon ttiitl one acre
or land
500
Sl
room Iioij-- c,
Wot
. .
Nov Vork atcnue.
2,500
Sl
room lioux-- . Wot
.Marquette avenue . . . 1,800
FOIt HEN' T.
slv
room brick Immix-- ,
lintli,
cellar,
I'ourili
$20,011
arl
Apartments in
ox Huts

O-

Colorado

6-- 8.

On Sale Dally

Kur-goon- s.

June 1st to Sept. 30ffi

via

Low rates, long limit, tickets ac
cepted on Limited and all other
trains. Call at ticket office and wa
will plan your trip back east-- Wa
are all going. Why not youT

T.

E. PURDY, Agent
A. T. & S. F. RY.

After the beer is brewed the atmosphere never touches it.
It is
aged in air-tigtanks, it is filtered, bottled and pasteurized;' it is a
clean beer, just as it is a pure beerand cleanliness and purity
make
it a good beer for you to drink.
Pabst Blue Ribbon Beer is rich in the food values of perfect malt
and the tonic properties of choicest hops, with a very low percentage
of alcohol less than 354
strictly a temperance beverage.
ht

to

When ordering beer, ask for Pabst Blue Ribbon.

Made by Pabst at Milwaukee
And Bottled only at
the Brewery.

lo

to

lx

rooms

mod-

ern conveniences $10 to i!0.00
Four room brick Ihiiim-- ,
lialli. cellar. Fourth ward 2:1.0(1
S i n room
brick lioutc,
modern, fnmi-lii'- il
or

Ernest Meyers & Co.,
V. Silver Ave., Albuquerque.
1'bone 125.

cIom' in.
lighthouse- lost in
l.'i.oo

TIiiit room ( lor
kis plni:,

TiIiiiTA

1

B. A. SLEYSTER

re

From the time the barley goes into the Pabst malt
houses, and the hops into the Pabst brewery, no ingredient
used in Pabst Blue Ribbon Beer comes in contact with
human hands. Even the air in which the malt is grown,
by the famous Pabst Eight-Da- y
Malting Process, is
washed and filtered; every kettle, pipe and tank is regularly and thoroughly cleaned and sterilized.

116 118

mm

ligh Shoes,

ar

The Beer

On

43-4-

Pabst
fliW

XtJ

Cob BJmtitr,

Offle-hour-

KMIMjOYMTXT.
EMPLOYMENT If you need work
j ne iniisen a want column will fur

Visit the exeat Pabst Brewrrv at nm
marvel at its immaculate cleanliness. Pabst believes that pure
beer demands a clean brewery, and Pabst Blue Ribbon Beer has
Deen recognized tor years as the standard of purity in beers.
You demand that your home be clean, and especially your
kitchen where your food is prepared. As beer is a food, you
have a right to know that the conditions under which it is made
insure perfect cleanliness in the best of all beers

needed

oo
'

'ho room hoii-Sciiii street
Fite room frame,
I

.

c,

wind

South
FiiM

A. Montoya
215

Wfst Geld

e.

15.00
20.00

INSURANCE. REAL ESTATB
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Rooms II and 14 Cromwell Bluefe,
Albuquerque. Telephone No. 13s.

Port Bryon, N. T.. haa witnessed
one of the most remarkable cases of
healing ever recorded. Amoa F. King
of that place says: "Bucklen'a Arnica Salve cured a sore on my leg
with which I had suffered over 80
years.
I am now eighty-five- ."
Guaranteed to cure all aores, by all
dealers, 25c.
New Arrivals for tlio Week.
Seamless tapestry
rugs, Ingrain
carpets (large assortment) brass and
Iron beds, linoleums. Hoosler Kitchen
Cabinets. China and glassware. Fu- -

irene r urnuure

Co.

KILL the COUCH
CURE

AND

THE

LUNCS

Dr. King's
New Discovery
WITH

PRICE

VWr frlal Bottlefi FrW
VOLDS
AND ALL THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.
Hlrl
w..
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lhe felchinK kind lhal wini iu
way into the good graces of our tf.
customers is a very distinctive feature or
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Our Shoes
Fashions mandates are
obeyed to the letter and every
detail is absolutely correct
and they fit, not as the average shoes do, but the same
as the kind made by swell
shoemakers, at prices that
show that nothing is charged
for the swell.
Men's Dres Shoew
Men's Medium Heavy Shoos.
Men's Oxfords
Women's Jrow Klnies
Women's Oxford
Women's Slippers
mil

El ENINQ CITIZEN.

ALBUQUERQUE

TAGE EIGHT.

$3.00

to $1.00

2.23 to H.00
2.7B to S5.00
$1.6.1 to $3.M
$1.10 to $3.00

9

A P II S

(Continued From Thro One.)

time,
oil time,
n time,
On time,
On time.
Hobcrt C. Prewitt Is In Las Vegas

to nd. Thare is nothing at all left
In the evidence without him."
Ita'lioMiii'" lluuley.

Will Make Much More

Extend-e-

Hart, Schafther & Marx $27.50 Suits,
$19.75
Green Tagged
Hart, Schafmer & Marx $24.00 Suits,

d

Tour Than Last
Year.

j

Green Taereed

Darrow launched Into a lengthy, I
f
bitter, vltuper itlvo df tiunciutn'n
Attorney Janu-- H. Hawley. leading
The advertising car for the terri
"(tinsel fur ttic flute, Hssiilling hlni
on buslnen.
n
iimn" iictuutnl by no torial fair will start on Its tour of the
"a
hlil
Jesus Garcia, of iMancla, Is visit- other
lhnn to get the money southwest on August 21. It will be In
ing In the city today.
of the stnle of Huho, that he might charge of Mr. Mitchell, who Is well
Lou Oalles, a local Insurance man, build another addition to his house. up on
all the ways and means of
He denounced him as "bughouse"
transacted business In Santa Fe
and paid he hid been a friends of xploltlng big events. A great mw
n
he proclaimed of attractive lithographs have been
Miss Maible Fracarole left for Den- labor organizations
'by the fair association, and
ver. Colo., last evening to spend the only when they got the cash to his orderedcarrying
this, the car will have
office first.'
beside
summer.
"Orcharditls."
had
large
He
Hnuley
of signs, dodger:, hang
said
stock
yesVegas
VIrII
Las
Cristobal
left
or "f ire hit i din h" might be the bet- ers and other advertising matter.
terday for Prlmero, Colo., for a visit ter term.
This advertising
matter will be
with relatives.
posted In all towns on the raiiroaos
"Ilornli I Slicker."
Darrow dismissed Borah with a from El Paso on the south to TriniJ. C. Parsons, bf Las Vegas, left
yesterday for a visit In Maine and few word. "I don't mean to inti dad on the north and as far west as
mate," he declared, "that Senator Ash Fork, Ariz. The car Itself, which
New Hampshire.
A. E. Houlller and J. O. noulller, Borah Is any more honest than llaw-- I s to be supplied and carrlert free oy 1
I do bwlleve he is slicker."
he Santa Fe Railroad company, will
merchants at Paraje, are visitors In j ley,Hebutsaid
that he did not believe be a big advertisement for the fair.
the capital city.
overcome with the It will be sultaibly decorated to let
was
as
Borah
At. S. Hoss, a well known Umber
as he curious know what Is Its mission.
of Orchard s wtory
man, transacted business in the capi- truthfulness
was Hawley.
In the trip of the car twenty more
tal city yesterday.
"Hawley would have you believe towns will be visited this year than
more paper
Mrs. W. J. Zlrhut will leave Can- that Orchard can not lie since h
ast and conwideralblly
ton, Ohio, for Albuquerque, today, to got religion. I shall have something will be put out. It is the Intention
on,
religion
but
say
to
as to that
later
join her huriband.
of
fair officials to advertise the
If big the
fair thoroughly, making use of
Mrs. W. K. Oortner and Mrs. Sarah what I want to say now Is thathad
he
every fence and bill board in tne two
Manby, of Las Vegas, are visiting at Hawley hasn't got religion,
better get It if there Is any left after territories for the purpose If neces- the Kl Porvenir resort.
Orchard got his."
Miss Maibel K. Conway, of .Santa
Orchard's sins mill Crimes.
In addition to the paper to De at
Fe, Is In Han Juan to attend the
Darrow declared that Orchard had tributed by the fair association, there
Delgado-.Sern- a
wedding.
was
so
been
contradicted that there
will be the advertising printed by the ;
Mrs. Selll, of Denver, who has been no truth left in his story. He said Santa Fe railroad which will be scat- visiting relatives In Albuquerque, left that it would he a disgrace to the tered broadcast. Advertisements also '
state of Idaho to convict a man on are now appearing
for her home last evening.
In
the various
the newspapers of the southwest.
reviewed
Numa Raymond, formerly of Las such testimony. byHeOrchard
and
said
confessed
crimes
Switzerof
now
Geneva,
Cruces, but
that each one showed the man to be
land, Is visiting In Santa Fe.
a sneaking craven coward, who had WE CAX KCPPLY YOVlt WANTS.
Mrs. O. A. Matson left last night never taken a chance that would
for the Zunl mountains to visit her
30c
Castorla
his miserable hide.
sister, Mrs. A. B. McUaffey.
'that Wlzzard Oil
Is logical," he argued,
"It
45c
a local Orchard should now turn to lying Syrup of Figs
AIlss
Blanche Fadam,
school teacher, left this morning for to save his neck
Ponds Extract
uc
ana
religious
,.
oc
trip.
on
pleasure
Turning
a
to Orchard's
San Francisco
Llsterine...
he declared that "before Screen doors Complete iwjjth
Mrs. Arthur Melnzer, of 620 South conversion
Hicks, the religious advisor,
h in ires
Third street, left today for a two Dean persuaded
15c
hlni to lay his sins Screen door hinges
months' outing on the Upper Pecos. had
the
McParland.
on
Jesus,
"Father"
Hand made butcher knives from.
W. N. McGuggar, superintendent of detective, had
to lay
persuaded
him
fcOc to
the locul water plant, returned yes- his crimes on Haywood, Mover and 60 feet of high grade cotton
terday from a business trip to Den Pettibone.
o.ou
hose
ver.
Work Will ; On.
50 feet of high grade ruober
George M. Klnsell and son, of SanI(.au
Darrow declared that once before
hnw
$3.50
ta Fe, are visiting In Columbus, O., in his life Orchard had been conwhich city was Mr. Klnsell's boyhood verted and had become superintendTHR "MAZE.
ent of a Sunday school, and he could
home.
Win. Kleke, Prop.
R. C. Hopkins, son of Postmaster not say that the. second dose would
Hopkins, left last evening for San be better than the first.
morning
Darrow
closing
for
the
In
Diego, Cal., where he will spend the
exclaimed, "vou men or the prosecu
summer.
vou men of the Mine Owners'
H. C. Dougherty, an attorney of tlon.
association', you men who are seeking
Socorro, N. M., who
the life- of Haywood, don t be so foolIn the city, left last evening for Los ish ns to sumose that
you will
Angeles.
of
strangle the Western Federation
FOR CASH ONLY
Max H. Montoya, merchant at San Miners when you tie a rope around
Antonio. Socorro county, and Sol. G. Bill Haywood s neck. When ne is American Block per ton
$6.50
Baca, of the same place, are visiting gone, millions of other willing hnds Cerrlllos Lump
5
In Santa Fe.
will carry on his work to a victory Anthracite Nut
(Major Ernest Meyers, president of In the end
0
Mixed
Darrow will continue at 6 o'clock Anthracite
.50
the Meyers Company, left this mornAnthracite, furnace sixes
ing for New York on a business and this evening. nd wili conclude tomor Clean Gas Coke
$00
row.
it
pleasure trip.
Smithing Coal.
Mrs. Charlotte E. Brooks, wife of
local
a
known
well
Brooks,
O. I
business man, left last evening for ONE CHILD FOUND,
Los Angeles.
Roderick Stover, a local electrician,
LOST
accompanied by Mrs. Stover and Mrs.
i.mmrcn MILL WOOD.
W. H. Hahn, left this morning for
the Pecos river.
Green
in
Serv'co
Valuable
Did
Bloodhound
.
Factor
J. A. Baker has returned to Las
Discovering Little Wanderer
Vegas from the Sandla mountains,
CerrilloM.
At
where he has been sacking a car of
ore for shipment.
Santa. Fe, July 24. (Special.)
One of the two Italian boys who
J. M. Murdock, of Chicago, and a
representative
of the Rio Puerco wandered away from their homes at
Land and Development company, is Cerrlllos In the southern part of this
county Monday afternoon, was found
In Albuquerque on business.
last night three nines irom inai
Thomas Lyon, a memiber of the late
the other has
firm of Lyon & Cambell, prominent place, but no trace ofSheriff
Closson
discovered.
been
passM.,
cattlemen of Silver City, X.
bloodhounds did exAlbuquerque yesterday with his trailing aiding
ed through
in the search.
cellent work In
en route to Denver.
boy who was found last night
The
on
Lyden
at
Conover,
merchant
6.
condition
emaciated
Is In a badly
the Denver & Rio Grande roau, is from thirst and hunger and nearly
115-11- 7
in Santa Fe. He reports a failure dead from exposure.
of the fruit crop but says all other
Between
Is now believed that the other
It
crops In that vicinity are fine.
lad Is ded as he could hardly have
Hager-masome
J.
H.
and
MciMahon
long
and there
F. M.
survived this
expert accountant and
danger that he may have fallen Into
The
of New Mexico respectively, some deep hole and perished.
registered at the Alvarado last even- boys were six and five years of age
Colo.
one
Springs,
being
the
Colorado
ing from
respectively, the eldest
George R. Craig, police Judge of recovered.
of
this city, and Justice of the peaceMrs,
Brlnic us your Job work. Prices
precinct Xo. 26, accompanied by
the very lowest and the work will
relaCraig, who have been visiting
tives and friends In Fort Madison, stand Inspection anywhere. Jiuslness
HI., for the past four weeks, returned and calling cirds a specialty.
home today, arriving on the CaliforTOO LATK TO CLASSIFY.
nia limited.
take care of,
DeWItfs Little Early Risers. Small, WANTED A man toApply
Superior
and drive, team.
sure, safe pills. Sold by J. H.
lManlng Mill.
O Ulelly & Co.
s

j
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If in Need of Fixtures
Call on

Reliance Electric Co.
Cor. 5th St and Central Ave.

j

Sincerity Guaranteed $20.00 Suits,
Green Tagged
Sincerity Guaranteed $18.00 Suits,
Green Tagged
Sincerity Guaranteed $15.00 Suits,
Green Tagged
Reliable Suits, worth $14.00, Green
Tagged
Reliable Suits, worth $12.00, Green
Tagged
Entire stock of Men's 50c and 75c
'

!-

it

S

14.75
12.75
11.75
10.75

8.75
25c

Entire stock 50c Belts, Green Tagged
Entire stock of 75c and 90c Belts,
Green Tagged
Men's Fine 15c Handkerchiefs, Green
6
Tagged
Boys' Knee Pants, 75c values, Green
Tagged
All our 75c Straw and Crash Hats,
Green Tagged

25c

ia

i

50c
l-- 4c

45c
45c

25c
200 doi. 50c and 75c Fonr-ln-haTics Green Tared
50 doz. High Grade Shirts worth $1.50 to $2. Green Tagged 95c

SIMON STERN
"BENNETT'S CURIO STORE

.

We Have the Largest Stock of
Fixtures Ever Seen in the City

17.75

flraon To rrcToH
EntiremRtock of Boys' 50c Caps, Green
C,n

-

......

Great Green Tag Sale

closes
our
and get next to some of the many Bargains we offer. We stili
have a good assortment of the following goods on hand.
Come in before

AUGUST 21

"AjOOL"

TK.V1N AUUIVALS.
On

MAN"

JULY 84, .fOoT.

TAG LETS

WILL LEAVE ON

AND

j

to

ClUldrena Shoes

"HIRED

WKATUKIl FOKEOAST.
Unver, Colo., July 2 4. Fair In th
and local thunrler
south portion
storm In the north portion of tha
territory tonight ami Thursday.
No. 4.
No. ft.
No. 1.
No. 7.
No. 9.

ADVERTISING CAR

HAWLEY DENOUNCED AS FAIR

nil-liv-

sta.no'to

.

11

WEDNESDAY,

109 North First St.

v

All Kindt of Indian and Maxloan Goods. Tha Chaapatt
Plaea to buy Navajo Blankots and Maxloan Drawn Work
Mail Ordara Carafully and Promptly rillad.

Go-Car- ts

THE WAGNER HARDWARE

Plumbers

321-32-

W.R.R. Ave.

3

GO.

I

Tinners
Savin
Ice Pads

line of

White
Refrig-

erators

Ice

Cream
Freezers

is the

most
complete
in the city

J
Water
Filters

Water
Coolers

Just Arrived
A new supply of Garden Hose, both in cotton
and rubber. Ho3e Reels, Lawn Mowers,
Grass Catchers. Our prices the lowest

mm

jj.

W. H. HAHN & CO,

tV

kW

yTV. Ti

NORTH FIRST STREET

Railroad and Cpppar Ave., Tel. 74

Ref t igzt atot s, Gat Jen Hose, Garden Tools

1

WATER
COOLERS

HIGH GRADE
ENAMELWARE

LAWN
MOWERS

TREE PRUNERS

THE

RAILROAD AVE
We invite

McCof mick Harvesters and Mowers

Docs It not stand to reason tliat
an exclusive optician Is Ixttcr to tako
euro of your eyes ttian oue who divides his attention?

Palace

Diamond, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware.
your trade and guarantee A SQGAHE DEAL.

I

None Better

BEBBER OPTICAL CO.
115

Gold

Avenue

Lease Grinding and Repairing on Premlsis

Shaw's Bakery
It's the talk of the town, those
pies like mother (in law) made.

E.L. Washburn Company

0 WHITNEY GOW3IPAR3Y
O

Phone 1056
and have one delivered.

122 S. Second

Channel Cat Fish
Fresh Mackerel
Barracuda
Red Snapper
Salmon

WOOD

orasniL

n,

Diamond

FRESH FISH

J

Alaska Refrigerators
Our

COAL

spent-yesterd-

119 W. Gold
&

HAT SALE
The greatest sale of odd lines of fine Soft Hats; hardly
two alike; will commence Monday morning and continue
for THIS WEEK ONLY!
Choice of all Hats in our Gold Avenue window - $ 1 .50
$1.25
Boys' Wash Suits are going fast at SEE OUR WINDOWS!

HntM
Tritiitiied
For the Next Ten Days

Than Cost to Clows Out
Milliliter StoeU.
Miss C 1'. t'KANK. Millinery anil
1'arlorx. Mi
North Seeoml St.

At

I

Div.-iiiitiklii-

i

FANCY DRY COOPS
Stamping Done to Order.
MuteriuU for

1WNCV WORK
Mrs. M.

224 W.

C Wilson
TICKETS

R.R.

AND

Gold

BOUGHT. SOLO
EXCHANGED

Association Oflleo
Transactions
Ooarantaao

ROSENFIEIU'S,

118 W.

R. R.

An

o
0O

0
O

00
O

0

Wholesale and Retail Hardware

0
0
Alaska Refrigerators
o
White Mountain Ice Gream Freezers 0
o
Garden Hose and Lawn Mowers
o
Mine and Mill 0
Hercules Powder
Plumbins:
o
High Explosives
0
Supplies
Tinning:
0
Solicited
and

and

Mail Orders

mouth rumt mtroat
lie, ttr.North
it 3,Jot,
rirat Sitraot
0.

es

Albuquerque, Aew Mexico
4&K

0
0
V)

cs f.

